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ABSTRACT
Improving Ideation of User Actions Using a Novel Ideation Method
Thomas L. Ashworth
Department of Mechanical Engineering, BYU
Master of Science
During early stages of the design process, ideation methods are used to generate a set of
potential solutions based on a particular need. Solutions to design problems generally require both
technology and user actions (or tactics) of some sort, although solution ideas may omit explicit
mention of either technology or tactics. Previous research suggests that an explicit consideration
of tactics in early-stage ideation enables design teams to improve the quantity, quality, variety, and
novelty of their idea sets. In this paper, a novel ideation method known as the Random Prompts
method is presented, and its performance is evaluated against a Brainwriting method. The results
show that the Random Prompts method improves the overall quantity, novelty, and variety of idea
sets over the Brainwriting method. In addition, the techniques used to encourage tactics ideation in
both methods cause a significant increase in the fraction of ideas containing tactics when compared
to sample ideation results from the literature. These conclusions hold value for improving design
space exploration and co-development of tactics and technology.
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

Early-stage ideation is an important task in the design process, because it provides a set of
candidate ideas from which a final solution will eventually be derived. Many well-known ideation
methods exist for this purpose and should be carefully chosen to maximize the potential for producing a good set of solution ideas.
A solution to a given need may be defined as a purposeful, active arrangement of objects
and/or people to achieve an outcome. For example, a microwave is an object used to heat food, but
it also requires user actions to operate. In this paper, the “objects” part of a solution is referred to as
technology, and the “purposeful, active arrangement” part of the solution is referred to as tactics.
Using the definition above, a complete solution idea to a given design problem can be
provided in three ways:
1. Explicit tactics with implicit technology
2. Implicit tactics with explicit technology
3. Explicit tactics with explicit technology
While complete solution ideas necessarily contain both tactics and technology in some
form, early-stage ideation may result in ideas containing just tactics or technology. Most commonly, this kind of ideation tends to foster an emphasis of technology over tactics (i.e., the resultant ideas include explicit mention of technology more often than tactics). Based on previous
research, we believe it is beneficial to consider and represent tactics and technology alike in earlystage design [1]. A potentially useful tool for promoting greater consideration of tactics in ideation
(and therefore balancing the emphasis between tactics and technology) is placing explicit focus on
representing tactics in ideas.
We use the term tactics ideation to refer to the generation of ideas that contain tactics,
where those tactics are explicitly represented (i.e., written out) or clearly implied. Similarly, the
1

term technology ideation may be used. We believe that ideation methods incorporating a focus on
tactics ideation while maintaining good technology ideation are necessarily different from many
well-known methods (which tend to emphasize technology ideation).
In this paper, we present a novel tactics ideation method which we call the Random Prompts
method. We believe this method can help individuals heighten their innovation of tactics ideas
while also exceeding the level of technological innovation seen in many well-known ideation methods. While we emphasize the use of our proposed method for design contexts that allow significant
design freedom in terms of user experiences, it is also intended to be useful for design problems
that are based on purely technological needs (e.g., designing a protective exoskeleton for deep-sea
seismic monitors).
The tactics ideation method presented in this paper originates from findings in the literature and prototyping activities. It was tested in a controlled experiment against a variation of the
well-known Brainwriting method (or 635 method) . The results show that the proposed Random
Prompts method positively affects ideation performance based on the well-accepted metrics of
quantity, quality, novelty, and variety of ideas. In addition, techniques developed to draw focus
towards tactics ideation are demonstrated to create greater balance in a consideration of tactics and
technology, as well as improve the fraction of ideas that are complete solution ideas (i.e., include
both tactics and technology) as compared to examples in the literature.

2

CHAPTER 2.

LITERATURE SURVEY

There is significant work in the literature related to improving the exploration and innovation of user actions in the early-stage idea generation process. Important areas surrounding this
objective include ideation method selection, ideation methods focused on user actions (or tactics), representation of ideas resulting from ideation, common elements that have proven useful in
ideation methods, and techniques for evaluating ideation performance.

2.1

Ideation Method Selection
In this section, we explore the significance of selecting a particular ideation method based

on ideation objectives. The literature reveals a broad range of ideation methods that impact ideation
differently. An understanding of this range of methods allows us to position our new method
appropriately for the ideation task at hand.
Shields acknowledges that there are hundreds of ideation methods for idea innovation,
some of which are simply adaptations of more fundamental methods [2]. Shah et al. have also
acknowledged that there are “many” ideation methods and that formal ideation methods may be
classified as logical or intuitive [3]. Other researchers replace these category names with ”structured” and ”unstructured” respectively [4]. Several researchers have shown that the differences in
structure can influence the kinds of ideas produced in terms of ideation performance metrics (e.g.,
quantity, quality, and creativity of ideas) [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]. For example, Gero et al. show that less
structured methods (i.e., methods that increase the flow of intuitive thoughts, such as brainstorming) increase the quantity of ideas [4]. Meanwhile, Duran-Novoa et al. show that ideation methods
with more structure (i.e., methods that are more analytical in nature, such as TRIZ) tend to improve
the creativity of ideas [6], although these researchers also indicate that such methods can be harder
to internalize and thus less practical to implement. These findings suggest that design teams can
pick ideation methods based on the ideation performance metric they wish to maximize.

3

Design teams can also use characteristics of individual methods to acquire the kind of ideas
desired. For example, SCAMPER can be used to encouraging improvements of known solution
ideas [6], so a team charged with revamping an existing product might choose this method. This is
comparable to Design Heuristics, which, according to Murphy et al., tends to focus on variations of
individual aspects of solutions [7]. In contrast, Individual Brainstorming is unstructured and tends
to focus on system-level ideas [7]. It’s possible that design teams may have multiple objectives
that influence their choice of ideation method. The authors also acknowledge that the preferred
ideation methods may vary in different stages of design [9].
The Random Prompts method proposed in this paper utilizes random textual prompts as
inspiration for idea generation. Because of the randomness, there are many seemingly unrelated
ideas used. Synectics methodology likewise utilizes seemingly unrelated ideas for inspiration [10].
The main difference between these methods is the extent to which each seemingly unrelated idea
or analogy is entertained in the thought of the design team. Synectics includes a dedicated time
to generate and analyze seemingly unrelated ideas with respect to the design context, whereas the
Random Prompts method allows a series of preexisting random ideas to be used at the discretion
of each member of the design team without obligation to make an analogy to the design context.
The typical behavior of a design team using the Random Prompts method results in more rapid
ideation, which contrasts to a greater dedication to solution development in Synectics.

2.2

User-Focused Ideation Methods
In this section, we investigate a category of ideation method that shares a common objec-

tive with tactics ideation – namely, a focus on user actions. While the term “tactics ideation” is
introduced as a new concept in this paper, user-focused ideation methods are somewhat related to
tactics ideation and may provide a foundation for new tactics-focused methods.
Some researchers have shown that the quality of generated ideas is improved through user
involvement in ideation [11] [12] or designing with user experiences in mind [13] [14]. In particular, well-known roleplaying methods like Bodystorming [14] or Cognitive Walkthroughs [13]
encourage designers to experience empathy for users, so the resulting ideas are more likely to
meet user needs. The personas method [15] also provides a variety of specific personalities for the
designer to consider. Kouprie and Visser caution, however, that empathy in design requires a struc4

tured investment of time [14]. Their work implies that this time investment may be overlooked in
many attempts at empathetic design.
The terms “user-focused ideation” and “tactics ideation,” as used in this paper, are closely
related classification terms used to categorize certain ideation methods based on their specific
approach to idea generation. In both types of approaches, a focus on user actions is encouraged
in an explicit way; the difference is that user-focused ideation methods promote taking a position
on behalf of the user, whereas tactics ideation methods promote representing user actions in the
solution ideas themselves. While researchers have identified high-quality ideas as a strength of
user-focused methods as previously mentioned, Bonnardel and Didier claim that user-centered
methods are not usually aimed at supporting creative design [16]. Bonnardel claims this is because
these methods do not foster elevated levels of creativity in design problems that require it [17].

2.3

Tactics and Technology Ideation in the Literature
It is our perception that early-stage ideation often focuses more heavily on technology than

tactics. We reviewed the literature for presentation of complete product development ideation
results. We examined each of the ideas to see if they contained technology and/or tactics. We then
counted the number and fraction of the ideas in each set that contained technology and tactics.
Table 2.1 summarizes this review.
Of 169 ideas reported in the literature, 144 (87%) of the ideas mention a technology, while
only 58 (35%) mention tactics. These findings support the claim that technology is often emphasized over tactics in early-stage ideation. However, one ideation method, which simulated
scenarios to empathize with users, was responsible for 15 (over 25%) of the tactics ideas. This
demonstrates that methods can be developed to increase the number of ideas that contain tactics.

2.4

Elements of Ideation Methods
In this section, various commonly used ideation elements are identified, and their effects

discussed. The literature reveals that there are many desirable effects of ideation elements, but the
potential for their misuse merits widespread caution as well. Careful use of appropriate ideation
elements can help lead to effective ideation methods.

5

Table 2.1: Summary of tactic and technology representation in the literature. The design problem
and relevant methods used are provided for reference. Note that the sum of tactics ideas and
technology ideas can be more than the total number of ideas, because some ideas
contain both.
Design problem

Methods

Total
Number
of Ideas

Number of
Ideas
Containing
Tactics

Number of
Ideas
Containing
Technology

[18]

Keep Judy cool in her
apartment

Unknown

20

4

20

[19]

Locate Golf Balls

Mind Mapping

56

22

47

[20]

Allow zoo-goers to
interact with zoo animals,
Bring supplies to remote
areas, help a farmer gather
crops, and improve
experience travelling as a
passenger

Brainstorming or
Mind Mapping

12

6

10

[21]

Help visually impaired
people

Simulated scenarios
to empathize with
users

19

15

12

[22]

Develop products that
utilize sunlight for
heating/cooking food

Design Heuristics

10

2

10

[23]

Design compact device to
immobilize injured
joint/limb

Unknown

29

4

25

[24]

Design Mars Rover

Morphological
matrix (with
drawings) showing
options for five
functions

23

5

21

Source

6

In many ideation activities described in the literature, there are several key elements that can
contribute to successful ideation performance. These include group discussion/collaboration [25]
[26], textual stimuli [27] [28], pictorial stimuli [28] [29], constraints [30] [26], and facilitators [31].
In addition to demonstrating positive use of these elements (e.g., discussion allows for input and
opportunity for idea improvement, textual stimuli can increase idea originality, pictorial stimuli
can increase idea rarity/non-obviousness, constraints can improve creativity, and facilitators can
help maintain participant motivation), some of the listed sources also recognize dangers if these
elements are applied incorrectly (e.g., too much reliance on group work, too much or too little time
allowed for ideation, or poor selection of stimuli). More detailed implications of ideation elements
are discussed below.
Diehl and Strobe suggest that group discussion should take place after a period of individual
ideation, which could combine the advantage of group and individual sessions without making
unnecessary demands on individual time [32]. This assertion is validated in the work of Lindsey
et al., where a substantial number of ideas resulted from both individual and collaborative ideation
sessions [25]. This study also asserts that added ideas (as from collaboration) tend to be better,
because they have potential for improvement in the overall completeness and quality of a solution.
In addition to these findings, Burton et al. suggest that if team members do not have the opportunity
to feel appreciated, it is possible they will not be motivated to perform their best [33].
Borgianni et al. claim that diversified forms of stimuli can lead to higher variety of ideas
[34], which they say is likely because of differences in analogical processes supporting ideation
in each form. Goldschmidt and Smolkov suggest that the effect of visual stimuli can change,
depending on the type of the design problem that is being solved [35]. Their findings led to
the conclusion that design problems are “not of a kind” and thus require consideration to find
conditions (including appropriate stimuli) that support effective ideation.
Through examining many studies on various creative tasks, Liikkanen et al. show that time
constraints usually increases design team productivity, but an abundance or lack of time can compromise creativity [30]. Jones et al. demonstrated that idea constraints (i.e., structure or guidelines
on how ideas are to be produced) have been shown to produce more novel results [26]. According
to Rosso, constraints have a positive impact on creativity when applied correctly, but they can be
harmful if members of the design team perceive them as obstacles instead of opportunities [36].
7

Researchers have found that creativity requires knowledge [37] [38] and cognitive skill
[39]. This implies that less experienced groups, such as student design teams, may benefit from
ideation elements that can boost their pool of knowledge to draw upon for inspiration. One such
element could be group collaboration, which gives individuals the advantage of building on the
ideas (or knowledge) of others [40]. Another element could be simple forms of stimuli (e.g.,
random words) [41].

2.5

Techniques For Evaluating Ideation Methods
To quantitatively evaluate ideation methods, including the Random Prompts method pre-

sented in this paper, the ideas produced through the use of the method must be evaluated. Shah et
al. have proposed four metrics for evaluating the ideas that result from ideation, as well as evaluation methods for each metric. These metrics are novelty, variety, quality, and quantity [3], where
novelty and quality apply to individual ideas and variety and quantity apply to a set of ideas. Many
researchers have proposed improvements to these metrics/methods. These include the following:
1. A modified variety evaluation method that allows values to be assigned for differentiation
between designs at higher hierarchical levels [42]. This method is a level-based, nonnormalized computational method that resolves an inconsistency in Shah’s variety method,
which was caused by double-counting ideas at different abstraction levels in a tree structure.
2. A novelty evaluation method that produces consistent results for any size of idea set [43].
The method is based on a binary approach (i.e., an idea is either novel or not novel), where
the threshold for novelty is in terms of percentiles of the total number of generated solutions.
3. A novelty evaluation method that estimates the degree of novelty rather than whether an
idea is novel or not [44]. This is accomplished through first predicting the general degree
of novelty according to an FBS (function, behavior, structure) model and then assessing the
relative degree of novelty with respect to previous products.
4. A variety evaluation method accounting for the fairness of the distribution of ideas over
nodes on an abstraction level (i.e., for two sets of ideas, the set of ideas with a balanced
tree structure yields a higher variety score than a comparable set of ideas with unbalanced
8

tree structure) [45]. This method, which also addresses concerns with Nelson et al.’s variety
method [42], is achieved through a level-based, correctly normalized calculation.
5. A teachable quality evaluation method that the developing researchers claim is more compatible with relatively undefined design problems and does not require the opinions of wellseasoned experts [46]. This method takes an effectiveness rating and feasibility rating (each
based on a 5-point scale) for each idea and provides the weighted sum as a quality score.
The weighting ratios for feasibility and effectiveness are systematically determined by experimental means.

9

CHAPTER 3.

TACTICS IDEATION METHOD DEVELOPMENT

To develop the proposed tactics ideation method and test its validity, a four-step process
was followed, as shown in Figure 3.1. First, step one extracted a manageable set of preliminary
tactics ideation methods from a large list of brainstormed methods through a screening process.
Next, step two focused on exploring preliminary methods to discover which ones were worth
pursuing. This was accomplished through a process of individual (unaccompanied) testing, which
allowed for quick elimination or modification of infeasible methods. Next, step three focused on
taking the most promising preliminary methods and, with the added element of group dynamics
and opportunity for feedback, improving them to maximize their apparent (not actual) potential.
Finally, step four started with a review of the insights gained during prototyping and evaluating any
outstanding concerns. Then, appropriate techniques, including techniques applied outside of the
ideation activity itself, were chosen to address these concerns and paired with the most promising
tactics ideation method.

3.1

Screening Brainstormed Methods
As a first step to developing our proposed ideation method, 122 rudimentary ideas for

tactics ideation methods (including partial ideation methods) were generated through two brainstorming sessions with the authors (see Appendix A). To narrow this list of ideas down to a more
manageable set, each idea was screened by estimating its performance with respect to a list of
desired traits, including the following:
1. Facilitates tactics ideation
2. Promotes creativity
3. Engages participants
4. Easy to understand
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5. Pleasing to use
6. Usable for a broad field of design contexts
7. Can be completed in a half hour

Figure 3.1: Flowchart for ideation method development, including four stages of progression.

After the screening stage, 21 ideas were estimated to yield acceptable performance and
considered as preliminary tactics ideation methods (these ideas appear in bold in Appendix A).

3.2

Testing Preliminary Methods
All preliminary tactics ideation methods were tested by one of the authors (TA) to the extent

possible; some methods explicitly required group involvement/collaboration in their full form, but
parts of these methods were doable in an unaccompanied setting.
In an unaccompanied setting, iterative testing can be accomplished at a rapid pace and requires the focus of only one person. This was useful for testing preliminary methods, because these
methods often had major flaws or missing steps that would prevent organized group participation.
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In addressing these shortcomings, unaccompanied ideation allowed many possible variations to be
tested in quick succession. Examples of these variations included different time limits for each
round of ideation, different kinds of prompts (i.e., verbs, adverbs, technologies, situational constraints, and generic tactics), and different ideation formats (i.e., recording ideas on worksheets,
on cards, or electronically). What made this iteration process efficient was the ability to pause
ideation at any time, evaluate ideation performance between iterations, and immediately resume
ideation without the need to instruct other participants each time.
Unlike the screening stage, which quickly narrowed down a large list of methods to a more
manageable list, this stage was exploratory and was meant to produce an improved list of ideation
methods that were acceptable for the prototyping stage. Such methods ought to be pleasing, easy
to understand, and appear to facilitate effective ideation. Accordingly, it was common for the prototyping methods to include many additional and/or altered ideation elements compared to those
found in preliminary methods. Even so, a prototyping stage was necessary to address unknowns
such as the effects of collaboration in a group setting and the perceptions and performance of other
participants with respect to the various ideation elements used in each method.
From the preliminary testing stage, nine ideation methods emerged as prototyping tactics
ideation methods (see Appendix B).

3.3

Testing Prototyping Methods
Each prototyping tactics ideation method was tested in groups of 3-6 engineering students

recruited from Brigham Young University and the United States Air Force Academy. The goal
of this stage was to explore the most effective ideation techniques for producing ideas that contain tactics and doing so in a group setting. To do this, special focus was made to explore the
effectiveness of various ideation elements contained in the prototyping ideation methods. A list
of the elements appearing in each prototyping method is included in Appendix B, and a list of all
elements appearing in at least one of the prototyping methods are listed below:
1. In-person ideation
2. Remote ideation
3. Idea sharing
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4. Situational constraints
5. Idea constraints (i.e., the idea must include something)
6. Time constraints
7. Competition (with a judge)
8. Group Discussion
9. Random textual stimuli
The literature provided valuable insight into the anticipated performance of each ideation
element and thus had substantial influence in decisions to keep, modify, or discard a prototype
method based on its performance and participant feedback.
After each prototyping activity, ideas were gathered for evaluation, and either a group discussion or electronic survey was carried out with the participants. All participants who provided
data (i.e., ideas or feedback) remained anonymous relative to their contributions. Table 3.1 provides a summary of the ideation performance and participants’ feedback relative to various ideation
elements.
Ideation elements explored but not included in Table 3.1 include situational constraints,
remote ideation, and time constraints. Only one prototyping method used situational constraints,
and it did not perform well enough to iterate. As a result, there is not much support to comment
on the advantages or disadvantages of this ideation element in this paper. Remote ideation was
the alternative to in-person ideation, and was only used when in-person ideation was not possible.
Otherwise, in-person was the default form of ideation. Time constraints is an ideation element that
served as a basis for all methods in this paper, so a discussion of what time constraints to use is
more appropriate than comparing the advantages and disadvantages of them.
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Table 3.1: Advantages and disadvantages of certain ideation elements based on ideation outcomes
(i.e., performance of idea sets and participant feedback). Ideation performance outcomes are
indicated in italics to distinguish them from participant feedback.
Ideation
Element

In-person
ideation

Advantages

Disadvantages

Participants felt they can be more focused on
ideation as a result of visual accountability and
less distractions

Handwriting can be barrier
when trying to read others’
ideas. It can take longer to read
or is altogether unreadable

Participants can develop positive “competition”
to crank out ideas when they see others busy
writing

Handwriting may indicate who
came up with the idea, thus
reducing anonymity

In-person interactions are more enjoyable,
which increases stamina
Writing ideas on paper readily enables
drawings, which can help clarify ideas
No technology-related issues
Idea constraints

Idea sharing

Participants found the constraint to start ideas
with a verb very helpful to produce solutions
with tactics (more helpful than a tactics
briefing)

Without caution to avoid certain
verbs, participants were prone
to overuse verbs that had no
tactical significance (e.g., use
container or install container
are the same container)

Provides fresh viewpoints (reduces fixation
tendency)

Can lead to groupthink

Serves as a confidence-booster in writing tactics

There is pressure in knowing
that ideas will be shared

Participants can avoid writing the same ideas by
seeing which ideas are already written
Group
discussion

Random textual
stimuli (i.e.,
prompts)

Participants perceived laughing as an indication
that crazy ideas are acceptable

Takes up time that could be
spent ideating

Participants felt that this relieves monotony,
which increases stamina
Obscure words often lead to unique ideas; this
was a common occurrence, as was evidenced in
the high number of ideas that contained text
from the prompts
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Certain prompts can limit or
draw focus to seemingly
unhelpful avenues of thought

Table 3.1: (continued)
Ideation
Element

Advantages

Disadvantages

Participants made an effort to be creative to
please the judge

The necessary period of time
where ideas are presented to the
judge often resulted in
excessive periods of time spent
talking about ideas rather than
ideating

The fun resulting from competition engaged
most participants

May limit how many ideas get
produced, whether by a
constraint to present one idea or
pressure to produce good ideas

Competition

The preliminary testing stage revealed appropriate time constraints for all of the prototyping
ideation methods (as included in their descriptions in Appendix B). The prototyping stage tested
variants of these time constraints to confirm that the proposed times do indeed work the best in
a group setting. For each ideation method that included random textual stimuli as an ideation
element, two minutes per worksheet was found to be the most effective. Some participants said
that more time was needed to fully utilize the five prompts that were given for each two-minute
round. However, a few participants reported that their rate of idea production began to decline after
two minutes in some cases. Therefore, to avoid idea stalling, a two-minute time limit per round is
proposed for these methods.
Following the prototyping stage, two tactics ideation methods emerged as clear candidates
for experimental testing. These are described below:

Technology Prompts Method
Participants receive a worksheet with a set of five random objects/technologies as
prompts to inspire ideas. Participants have two minutes to write down as many
ideas as possible before rotating worksheets within the group. When every group
member has added ideas to the sheet, a new worksheet is provided, and ideation
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continues. Before providing the second set of worksheets, participants get three
minutes to discuss the ideas generated thus far on the current set of worksheets.

Generic Tactic Prompts Method
This is the same as the Technology Prompts method but with generic tactic prompts
(i.e., tactic ideas that can be readily adapted to many scenarios).

In these and other prototyping methods, all stimuli are presented in textual form for consistency and for ease of use in representing stimuli such verbs, adverbs, or generic tactics, which
can be hard to prepare and represent visually. Both the generic tactic and technology prompts are
random (i.e., unconnected to the problem). Frey [47] said that random words provoke new associations and that the mind loves to make connections no matter how different two concepts are
from each other. In addition, Bono asserted that random word stimuli is the simplest of all creative
techniques [48].

3.4

Selecting and Preparing the Random Prompts Method for Experimental Testing
While the ideas and feedback produced by participants during prototyping activities sug-

gest that simple ideation elements can improve overall tactics ideation, they also expose concerns
relative to tactics ideation. This stage aims to identify appropriate techniques to address these
concerns and choose a promising ideation method to pair with the selected techniques.
We identify four concerns that are evident in the prototyping ideas and feedback from which
ideation elements are evaluated. These are listed below:
1. Explicit tactics are a new concept to the majority of participants
2. Participants are not accustomed to focusing on generating ideas with tactics
3. Many ideas that attempt to incorporate tactics do not include enough detail to make the
tactics independently identifiable from technology (e.g., the idea to set up posts around a
tree may as well just say posts around a tree, because the first part, set up, can mean a
number of different things)
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4. While tactics are certainly desired, innovation of both technology and tactics is important;
some participants struggle to think outside the box with respect to tactics or technology
The listed concerns were not necessarily all evident in every ideation session but were each
observed at some point in the prototyping stage. The fact that these concerns are not always present
suggests that certain ideation elements help address those concerns (hence their absence in some
cases). Certainly, however, ideation elements should be chosen to work together instead of simply
crowding an ideation method with unnecessary structure. Thus, a good tactics ideation method
should incorporate an appropriate mix of ideation elements to address any concerns. Table 3.2
lists the concerns presented, along with compatible ideation elements/techniques that have been
evidenced to address them. Notice that the first concern is addressed with a tactics briefing, which
is applied outside of any ideation activity. This is because the first concern is best addressed before
rather than during an ideation activity.

Table 3.2: Four identified concerns for tactics ideation (left) and
techniques to address them (right).
Concern for facilitating tactics ideation, as
derived from prototyping ideas and feedback

Proposed elements/practices to address
concerns

Explicit tactics were a new concept to the majority
of participants

Provide a briefing to introduce tactics and their
significance
Share ideas of others through dedicated group
discussion and rotating worksheets

Participants were not accustomed to focusing on
generating ideas with tactics

Expose participants to example tactics during
the tactics briefing

Many ideas that attempt to incorporate tactics
described actions that were not independently
identifiable from objects/technology

Provide tactics in generic form as stimuli (text
form) during the ideation activity

While tactics are certainly desired, innovation of
both technology and tactics is also important; some
participants expressed their struggling to think
outside the box without appropriate guidance to do
so with respect to tactics and/or technology

In addition to generic tactic stimuli, provide
objects (technologies) as textual stimuli

Constrain participants to start ideas with verbs
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Make stimuli random (i.e., the stimuli comes
from different contexts instead of being
specifically tied to a given design context)

The two tactics ideation methods considered for experimental testing can both be adapted
to work with the proposed ideation elements and techniques. Because these two methods differ
only in the types of stimuli used (generic tactics and technology prompts), a single method, the
Random Prompts method, was created by utilizing a mix of both types of stimuli, which thus
addresses a greater number of concerns than either method does independently. This method is
presented below:

Random Prompts method
Participants receive a worksheet with six prompts, which consist of three random
generic tactics and three random technologies. Using these prompts as inspiration,
participants have two minutes to write down as many ideas containing tactics as
possible. Then, participants have three minutes to discuss the ideas generated.
Participants then rotate the worksheets and spend two more minutes generating
ideas (this time they will be able to see previously written ideas in addition to the
prompts). Worksheets are rotated a third time and ideation continues (two minutes). Afterwards, the whole process described above is repeated twice with a new
set of worksheets each time. In addition, participants are asked to start each idea
with a verb that has tactical significance (i.e., avoid words like build, use, make,
install, etc.).

In the Random Prompts method, generic tactic prompts were randomly chosen from a list
of 131 options, and technology prompts were randomly chosen from a list of 138 options. The list
of generic tactics was compiled by taking various tactics generated during prototyping activities
and modifying them to be in generic form. The list of technologies was compiled by taking lists of
common objects found online (i.e., household items, tools, etc.) and discarding words that are not
commonly known. The number of prompts contained in these lists is arbitrary but large enough to
generate unique sets of prompts for a large number of worksheets. Both of these lists are included
in Appendix C.
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After tailoring the Random Prompts method for experimental testing (i.e., deciding team
sizes, worksheet format, etc.), an experiment was carried out in a controlled setting to test this
method’s effectiveness at facilitating tactics ideation.
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CHAPTER 4.

IDEATION EVALUATION METHODS

To compare the performance of the treatment and control ideation methods, each set of
ideas (i.e., all ideas from a single team) was evaluated with respect to the performance metrics of
quantity, variety, quality, and novelty. The evaluations yield a score for each performance metric.
To reiterate, the ideas are evaluated as a whole set for each performance metric. However,
evaluation of individual ideas necessarily precedes set evaluations in many cases. These individual evaluations were all conducted by one of the authors (TA), and the ideas were completely
anonymized to eliminate any possible bias in evaluation. Python code used to evaluate idea sets,
including an input spreadsheet and organizational trees for each team’s ideas, can be found in [49].
The following sections explain the methods for both individual and set evaluations.

4.1

OPED Model
In the methods used to evaluate quantity, variety, and novelty, ideas were first organized

into trees based on OPED (objective, principle, embodiment, and detail) structure. The evaluation
methods described in this paper are designed to work with different kinds of tree structures, although this research utilizes OPED structure only. The abstraction levels used in OPED structure
are defined as follows:
1. Objective: The desired outcome driving the ideation, that on its own describes the benefit
provided by any idea in the set to the user or customer. This should be common to all ideas
in the set.
2. Principle: A statement of the means by which the ideas sharing this principle will achieve the
objective. One might use the following statement and fill in the blank: “The idea achieves
the objective by

”
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3. Embodiment: A solution idea with sufficient detail that it can be communicated in a concept
sketch.
4. Detail: A solution idea that contains an embodiment at its core but includes some additional
detail that is not fundamentally defining to the solution
Each set of ideas contains a mix of principle, embodiment, and detail-level ideas (which should all
connect to the objective). These ideas are therefore classified at one of these lower three abstraction
levels (this classification process is one of the processes performed by one person for all teams).
For ideas that exist at a certain abstraction level without an appropriate parent idea present in the
set, a parent-level idea is created by the evaluator (e.g., an embodiment-level idea can be created
to connect a detail-level idea to the rest of the tree).
Because principle-level ideas are commonly recurring across idea sets, a preliminary evaluation is performed on a subset of ideas in order to develop an initial set of principles under which
the other ideas could possibly be classified. This list of principles can grow and change as new
principles or idea groupings are discovered throughout the classification process. Ideas that have
insufficient detail to be classified or do not appear to address the objective are ignored during the
evaluation process.

4.2

Separating Tactics and Technology
We recognize solution ideas as possibly containing tactics and/or technology (i.e., it is

possible for an idea to be purely a tactic idea or technology idea while other ideas may contain a
combination of both). Ideas generated from a design team may have tactics and technology ideas
extracted from them using the definitions in Table 4.1.
Some ideas may be classified as tactics or technology. Other ideas, which contain both
tactic and technology components, may have their tactics and technology extracted and written
separately. Tactics and technology are recognized when they are either explicitly described or
clearly implied. For example, in the context of preventing the spread of the disease in air travel,
the idea to “use drones for baggage” contains an explicit technology (drones) but no explicit tactics.
However, it is clear that the luggage will be carried separate from people, so this idea has clearly
implied tactics. On the other hand, the idea to “provide free sanitizer” does not contain explicit nor
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Table 4.1: Definitions of tactics and technology.
Idea Type

Definition

Additional Notes

Tactics

Description of the characteristic action
or actions used to achieve the desired
outcome.

Tactics can be joined with technologies, as
long as they are independently identifiable.

Technology

Description of the characteristic object
used to achieve the desired outcome.

Technologies can be joined with tactics, as
long as they is independently identifiable.

implied tactics, because it is not clear if the sanitizer is passed out, dispensed, or provided using
some other tactic.
Because ideas can be separated based on tactics and technology, we use multiple different
OPED trees based on these separations. The first kind of OPED tree we use includes all ideas from
a given team without separating ideas. The second kind of OPED tree is a tactics tree, which is
derived from the first tree but with technology leaves (i.e., leaf ideas that contain only technology)
pruned off. The third kind of OPED tree is the technology tree, which is also derived from the
original tree but with tactic leaves (i.e., leaf ideas that contain only tactics) pruned off. It is possible
that for either tactics or technology OPED trees, entire principle branches may be pruned. Note
that ideas can contain both tactics and technology, so those ideas remain in all three trees.

4.3

Quantity
Quantity is based on the OPED structure. The number of leaves (i.e., ideas without chil-

dren) on an OPED tree is simply counted up to obtain a quantity value. This means that a quantity
value may be less than the total number of ideas used to construct a tree, because some ideas may
be included in others (detail-level ideas include embodiment-level ideas).
Using the three kinds of tree mentioned in the previous section, three quantity values can
be produced for each team’s ideas – A quantity of all ideas, a quantity of ideas containing tactics,
and a quantity of ideas containing technology.
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4.4

Variety
Variety is a measure of how well an idea set explores the design space [3]. In other words,

the greater the difference between ideas, the more variety those ideas collectively possess. As
with quantity, the variety method used in this paper is based completely on OPED structure. More
branching equates to greater total variety for the set of ideas, where branching at higher levels
adds more variety than branching at lower levels (i.e., branching at the principle level adds more
variety than branching at the embodiment level, which adds more variety than at the detail-level).
In addition, adding siblings to existing branches generally contributes less to variety than adding
new branches, because sibling ideas are more similar than ideas in different branches. We calculate
variety based on methods developed by the authors [50]. The remainder of this section is borrowed
from that work.
When a first child is added to an element in the tree, a family consisting of all the children
of the parent element is created. Each member of a family can be thought of as occupying a certain
relative amount of design space, called the occupation. As we add members to the family, the
total occupation increases, but the incremental occupation decreases. We designate the occupation
contribution increment as Ci . Ci is calculated as
Ci = 1 + β (i−1)

(4.1)

The total occupation for a family is given by
m

CF = ∑ Ci

(4.2)

i=1

where m is the number of family members. The average occupation can also be given by

CA =

CF
m

(4.3)

A plausible value of β used for all trees in this paper is 0.7.
Each element in the tree has an element variety, which is the amount of design space occupied by that element. The element variety is given by
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VE = w(l)CA

(4.4)

where w(l) is the weighting for the element level (l), m is the family size for the element,
and β is as described above. As an Objective is not part of the ideation process, but instead a goal
of the ideation process, we set the level weighting for Objectives to zero. For all other levels, to
ensure that as the number of siblings goes to infinity, VE is never less than the maximum possible
variety for an element in the next lower level of the tree, the weighting for an element at level l is
given by
w(l) = 2l−1

(4.5)

The descendant variety for an element is the sum of the branch varieties for all children of
the element.

VD = ∑ VBc

(4.6)

For any element, we can calculate a branch variety, which is the sum of the element variety
and the branch variety for all children of the element. The branch variety of an element is given by

VB = VE +VD

(4.7)

The total variety for an OPED tree is the branch variety of the objective tree element.

4.5

Novelty
Novelty is a measure of how unusual or unexpected ideas are as compared to other ideas

already in existence. This definition is similar to Shah’s definition [3], but it permits set novelty to
exist in addition to individual novelty. Like quantity and variety, the set novelty evaluation utilizes
OPED structure and thus yields three evaluation scores. In addition, set novelty is also dependent
on the novelty of each leaf idea in the OPED structure.
Before set novelty can be calculated, novelty of each leaf idea must first be evaluated. To
do this, a four-question evaluation is first performed for each leaf idea with respect to the tactics
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and technology contained in that idea. If the idea is missing either tactics or technology, it will
only have one set of responses to the questionnaire; otherwise it should have a set of responses for
both tactics and technology. In addition, the responses to the questionnaire should be based on the
opinion/judgement of the evaluator. The questions are listed below:
1. Considering the tactic/technology exclusive of other ideas in the idea set, how commonly do
you believe the tactic/technology is used or proposed in this context? Possible responses are
C, R, or N (common, rare, or never).
2. Describe the mechanism or technique by which the tactic/technology operates to achieve the
design objective.
3. Describe a familiar context (other than this context) where this tactic/technology (or a very
similar tactic/technology) uses the mechanism described.
4. How commonly do you believe this tactic/technology is used or proposed as described in the
familiar context? Possible responses are C, R, or N (common, rare, or never).
In question 1, this context refers to the context in question, which is preventing the spread
of disease in air travel (for the ideas in this paper).
In questions 3 and 4, it is possible that there is no context considered to be familiar. In this
case, no response is required for question 3 and the answer to question 4 automatically becomes N
(never).
The responses to question 1 and question 4 are associated with scores from which a composite score is produced. The composite score is a product of the score associated with the response
from Question 1 and and the lowest score. The lowest score is the lowest of the two scores associated with responses from Question 1 and Question 4. Once a composite score is obtained, it is
used to calculated a novelty score for the respective tactic or technology being evaluated. These
relationships are given in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Novelty scoring based on possible responses to questions regarding tactic/technology usage.
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Question 1
Response

Score
(S1 )

Question 4
Response

Score
(S4 )

Lowest
Score
(SL )

Composite
Rating

Composite
Score
(P = S1 SL )

Novelty,
N = (P − 1)/(Pmax − 1)

C

1

C

1

1

CC

1

0

C

1

R

2

1

CC

1

0

C

1

N

4

1

CC

1

0

R

2

C

1

1

RC

2

0.067

R

2

R

2

2

RR

4

0.2

R

2

N

4

2

RR

4

0.2

N

4

C

1

1

NC

4

0.2

N

4

R

2

2

NR

8

0.47

N

4

N

4

4

NN

16

1

Notice that if the answer to the first question is C (common), the lowest score is always one.
Thus, only the first question needs to be answered for these cases.
Thus far, we have presented methodology for obtaining novelty scores for individual tactics
and technologies. However, the idea from which a tactic and/or technology originates also needs a
score for our evaluations described later. We can calculate this third score using

N=

q

2 + N 2 )/2
(Ntac
tech

(4.8)

where Ntac is tactic novelty and Ntech is technology novelty.
With OPED structure defined and novelty values obtained for each leaf idea, set novelty
be calculated. We calculate set novelty based on methods developed by the authors [50]. The
remainder of this section is borrowed from that work.
First, all tree elements need novelty values. While leaf ideas obtain their novelty value
using the method described previously, non-leaf ideas are assigned a novelty value equal to the
maximum of the idea novelties of the children.

N = max(Nc )

(4.9)

In contrast to the method used to calculate variety, in calculating novelty, we assign a
different variety increment to each of the family members, where variety increment is defined as

VI = w(l)Ci

(4.10)

We sort the family members in order of decreasing idea novelty and use the equation above
to determine the amount of design space occupied by each family member. Element novelty is
then given as

SE = NVI

(4.11)

Where w(l) and Ci were defined in the previous section. Descendant novelty is the sum of
branch novelties for all the children of the element.
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SD = ∑ SBc

(4.12)

Branch novelty is the sum of element novelty and descendent novelty

SB = SE + SD

(4.13)

The total novelty for an OPED tree is the branch novelty of the objective tree element.

4.6

Quality
Quality is a measure of how well ideas fulfill the objective and can be derived as a combina-

tion of idea feasibility and effectiveness, as proposed by Cheeley et al. [37]. Because we evaluate
ideation method performance based on hundreds of ideas, simple and efficient rating methods are
used to evaluate quality. First, each idea is rated on a three-point scale for both feasibility and
effectiveness. Then these ratings are used to calculate a composite score. As with the other metrics, a set score is also obtained. This score is calculated from all the composite individual scores
(without regard to OPED structure).
The first step to assigning an individual quality rating is evaluating idea feasibility and
idea effectiveness. To evaluate feasibility of an idea, the following question is presented to the
evaluator: Considering any relevant technical and financial constraints, how feasible is this idea
for preventing the spread of germs/disease in airports? The rater then picks from the following
responses (associated scores are listed next to the ratings):
1. Not feasible - 0
2. Somewhat feasible - 1
3. Certainly feasible - 2
To rate effectiveness of an idea, the following question is presented to the evaluator: How
effectively do you think this idea would prevent the spread of germs/disease in airports? The rater
then picks from the following responses (associated scores are listed next to the ratings):
1. No impact or negative impact - 0
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2. Minor positive impact - 1
3. Major positive impact - 2
A composite score q is created by multiplying the feasibility and effectiveness scores together. Thus, possible composite scores include 0, 1, 2, or 4. Notice that if either the feasibility
score or effectiveness score is zero, the composite score is also zero. Therefore, if feasibility of an
ideas is rated as not feasible, an effectiveness rating is not necessary.
A set quality score Q is calculated summing quality scores that exceed the threshold of 1
as

Q=

∑

(qi − 1)/4

(4.14)

all qi >1

Some studies specify the need for domain experts to evaluate idea quality [51] [52]. The
design context of the experiment has been selected as a subject of common knowledge (i.e., air
travel); thus, it is appropriate to select an evaluator from the authors of this paper, who are all
familiar with the aspects of air travel. In addition, the three-point scales used in this quality evaluation method are simple enough to give confidence to non-expert raters.
Unlike the other evaluation methods, which yield three possible evaluations based on different kinds of OPED trees, the quality evaluation is based on ideas as they are originally produced
by the design teams. Therefore, one set quality score is produced for each team.
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CHAPTER 5.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCESS

The Random Prompts method was tested against a Brainwriting method in an experimental
setting to discover if there is a significant difference on the performance of each method with
respect to the performance metrics discussed in the previous section.
47 participants were randomly assigned into the following teams: eight treatment teams
(seven teams of three and one team of four) and seven control teams (six teams of three and one
team of four). The participants followed the sequence of events below:
1. Demographics survey (5 minutes)
2. Tactics briefing (6 minutes)
3. Treatment and control method briefings (4 minutes)
4. Design briefing (2 minutes)
5. Treatment and control ideation activities (27 minutes)
6. Exit survey (5 minutes)
The following sections contain more detail on each event described.

5.1

Participant Demographics
Participants from the experiment all took a demographic survey. Responses are summa-

rized in Table 5.1.
The vast majority of participants were mechanical engineering undergraduates, although
there were a handful of undergraduates from other majors, including electrical engineering, manufacturing engineering, nursing, public relations, and Spanish studies.
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Table 5.1: Demographics information of the participants.
Demographic Questions

Age

Gender

Year in school (pursuing
Bachelor’s degree)

5.2

Number of
Responses

18-24

42

24-30

5

Male

40

Female

7

1st

2

2nd

12

3rd

21

4th

9

5th

2

Graduate

1

Participant Briefings
Both the tactics briefing and the two different ideation method briefings were presented as

pre-recorded lectures in separate classrooms (one classroom for the treatment group and one for
the control group). Following those briefings, participants were directed to sit at tables organized
by team, where they had the opportunity to review the design briefing before starting the ideation
activities.
The tactics briefing, which was the same for all participants, includes the following elements:
1. Objective of the activity, which was to produce a broad list of novel ideas containing tactics
2. Definition of tactics
3. Examples of ideas with and without tactics
Following the tactics briefing, the treatment and control groups were briefed on their respective methods to familiarize them. Each briefing includes a description of the method and
detailed instructions on how to use the unique worksheets associated with each method.
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The design brief was the same for all participants and was focused on the design task Prevent the Spread of Germs/Disease through Air Travel. This task was chosen because it allows
significant design freedom for both tactics and technology. In addition, the design context is a subject of common knowledge and is relevant to the general population (including the participants).
The design brief, which included detail on the implications of the COVID-19 pandemic and transmission mechanisms of germs/disease in air travel, was printed on sheets for each participant to
refer to throughout the activity.
The recordings for both the tactics briefing and ideation method briefings can be found
in [49].

5.3

Activity
Following the briefings, the treatment and control groups were each guided by a facilitator

(one facilitator for the treatment group and one for the control group). Each facilitator followed
a script (see Appendix D) to instruct participants based on their respective ideation methods. To
maximize experimental integrity, the Brainwriting (control) method was tailored to have a parallel
structure to the Random Prompts method (i.e., treatment method). Both of these methods are
shown in Table 5.2.
At the end of the activity, all the worksheets were collected, and participants were instructed
to take an exit survey.

5.4

Exit Survey
The treatment and control groups took post-activity surveys based on their respective ideation

methods. These surveys were meant to capture the participants’ perceptions of their respective
ideation methods. The questions and responses to these surveys are provided in Appendix E, with
summaries provided in Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 for the treatment and control groups respectively.

5.5

Idea Set Evaluation Results
All the ideas written by the treatment and control teams, including transcribed copies, can

be found in [49]. The idea sets were evaluated with respect to quantity, quality, variety, and novelty.
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Table 5.2: Random Prompts (treatment) method and Brainwriting (control)
method outlined in parallel.
Random Prompts (treatment) method

Brainwriting (control) method

Each participant receives a numbered sheet with
6 prompts at the top as stimuli; three prompts
are technologies and three are generic tactics

Each participant receives a sheet with a blank 3
x 3 table

Using the prompts for inspiration, participants
write multiple tactic ideas in the provided space
(2 minutes)

On the first row, participants write 3 tactics
ideas (3 minutes)

Participants have a group discussion where they
can share ideas and compliment team members’
ideas (3 minutes)

Participants rotate sheets and write 3 more
tactics ideas that build on the previously written
ideas in the corresponding column.
Alternatively, participants may write a new,
unrelated idea for each column (3 minutes)

Participants rotate worksheets and repeat step 2
for the remaining two worksheets. Participants
should continue to use the prompts for
inspiration, although they may also look at the
other ideas written from previous rounds

Repeat step 2 for the last row

Each participant receives a new sheet and repeat
steps 1-4 (for 3 sets of sheets total)

Each participant receives a new sheet and
repeats steps 1-4 (for 3 sets of sheets total)

In addition to the instructions above, all participants are instructed to start each idea with a verb.
Caution was given to avoid using verbs that hold little or no significance for a given solution. For
example, install microwave oven is the same idea as microwave oven, since the word install does
not hold significance in the solution. Other verbs that often lack significance include use, build,
design, have, make, and create.

The evaluation results of all idea sets are provided in this section, along with a summary of any
statistically significant observations.
Performance of ideation methods are measured on the quantity, quality, variety, and novelty
of idea sets. Teams 14 and 15 consisted of four people instead of three people like the other teams,
so they yielded 12 total worksheets of ideas instead of 9 like the other teams. To reasonably include
all teams in the analysis, 9 worksheets from teams 14 and 15 were selected for evaluation.
Following the evaluation methods outlined in the previous section, 10 set evaluations were
performed on each team’s ideas (one quality evaluation and three evaluations for each novelty,
variety, and quantity). The fraction of ideas containing tactics and containing technology were
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Table 5.3: Summary of participant comments with respect to each question in
the treatment exit survey.
Question

Summary of comments from treatment group

How helpful were the group
discussion times for helping
you come up with new ideas?

Half of the respondents expressed that group discussions helped
them to be more creative. Two participants also expressed desire
to have more group discussion time, and three participants
expressed that the discussions were sometimes not helpful.

How did you feel about the
2-minute time period allowed
for generating ideas on each
worksheet?

While the majority of comments indicated that the time per
worksheet was just right, six participants indicated that they would
have preferred more time and another three indicated that the time
was sometimes too long (but not always).

How useful did you find the
generic tactics prompts for
generating ideas?

Half of the respondents expressed that the generic tactic prompts
aided their creativity, although three participants suggested that
the prompts limited their thinking at times, and another two
participants said that some prompts were too random to be useful.

How useful did you find the
technology prompts for
generating ideas?

While many participants found technology prompts helpful, their
comments were generally more critical than with generic tactic
prompts; five participants suggested that the prompts were too
random to be useful at times.

How helpful were previously
written ideas in helping you
think of new ideas?

Most respondents reported not using the previously written ideas
much; three participants explicitly said it was because there was
not much time to do so, and two more said it was because ideas
were already presented in the group discussions.

also evaluated for each team. The evaluations results from all set evaluations are included in Table
5.5. Box plots of the results are also provided in Figure 5.1.
Following the data evaluations, the results were analyzed for statistical significance of differences in mean and variance using an alpha value of 0.05. The Difference in Mean test shows
whether the difference in the mean values of the treatment and control groups is larger than the
expected difference due to randomness. The conclusion of this test is based on a comparison of
the test statistic, T0∗ , and the relevant t-value, t0.05,v (a larger T0∗ indicates that the treatment group
has a significantly greater mean value for the metric in question). Also, the Difference in Variance
test shows whether the difference in the variance of the treatment and control evaluation results is
larger than the expected difference due to randomness. The conclusion for this test is based on a
comparison of the test statistic, F0∗ , and the relevant F-value, F0.05,nt −1,nc −1 (a larger F0∗ indicates
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Table 5.4: Summary of participant comments with respect to each question in
the control exit survey.
Question

Summary of comments from control group

How helpful was the constraint
to generate exactly 3 ideas per
round?

Half of the respondents reported that the 3-idea constraint pushed
them or that it was difficult to produce three ideas in the given
time limit. Three participants felt that the pressure led them to
produce some low-quality ideas. There was no indication that the
the 3-idea constraint was limiting as far as idea quantity.

How did you feel about the
3-minute time period for each
round of idea generation?

About half the respondents felt that the time limit was just right.
Five reported that they felt rushed, and two participants reported
finishing with a little time left over.

How helpful were previously
written ideas in helping you
think of new ideas?

All but five responses explicitly mentioned that the previously
written ideas were helpful at least sometimes, and seven responses
suggested that some or most ideas were not useful.

that treatment group has a significantly greater variance for the metric in question). Each relevant
value for these analyses is included in Table 5.5, and conclusions of the statistical analyses are
summarized in Table 5.6.
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Table 5.5: Evaluation results, including relevant statistical values. “T” and “C” labels stand for
“Treatment” and “Control” respectively. T0∗ is the test statistic for the Difference in Mean
test, v is degrees of freedom, t0.05,v is the t-value (at 5% level of significance) used in
the Difference in Mean test, F0∗ is the test statistic for the Difference in Variance
test, F0.05,nt −1,nc −1 is the F-value in the Difference in Variance test, and nt and
nc are the numbers of values (also the number of teams) evaluated
for treatment and control respectively.
Tactic
Novelty
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The treatment (T)
and control (C)
data in each row
represents the same
treatment or
control team across
that row (there are
two teams
represented in each
row except the last)

Technology
Novelty

Novelty
(All Ideas)

Tactic
Variety

T

C

T

C

T

C

143

77

120

87

149

76

74

83

61

91

200

104

165

104

199

Technology Variety

T

C

T

92

386

366

79

365

333

124

453

365

Variety
(All Ideas)

Tactic
Quantity

Technology
Quantity

Quantity
(All Ideas)

C

T

C

T

C

T

C

356

259

412

400

75

68

68

266

251

391

352

69

59

44

399

305

501

407

87

68

74

Quality

% of Ideas
Containing
Tactics

% of Ideas
Containing
Technology

T

C

T

C

T

C

T

C

47

83

78

8.5

13.25

90.5

87.3

82.1

59.5

46

76

66

20

17.5

91.0

89.9

56.4

66.7

49

102

78

6.75

11

85.6

87.5

71.2

61.3

117

60

131

58

141

68

468

357

385

263

525

395

92

60

76

46

115

73

18.75

19.5

80.8

83.1

64.2

61.0

126

148

103

56

124

122

364

374

298

207

380

389

65

72

50

36

71

77

13.5

11.25

90.4

93.8

69.9

46.3

70

72

78

67

87

78

386

390

311

263

412

399

68

72

55

46

78

76

18

19.5

87.5

94.9

70.0

60.8

70

90

49

75

68

94

261

398

199

285

287

423

41

72

27

46

49

79

13.25

15

84.6

91.4

51.9

56.8

139

159

162

386

330

417

67

58

78

8

85.9

74.4

Mean

118

90

111

73

128

94

384

369

319

262

416

395

71

67

57

45

82

75

13

15

87

90

68

59

Variance

2019

852

1643

306

1912

474

3942

456

4276

928

5386

477

239

31

270

17.5

395

21

27.2

13.2

12.4

16.7

94.8

39.8

T0∗

1.48

2.42

1.91

0.62

2.18

0.77

0.55

1.89

0.86

-0.84

-1.34

v

12

9

10

8

10

8

9

8

7

12

11

12

t0.05,v

1.78

1.83

1.81

1.86

1.81

1.86

1.83

1.86

1.89

1.78

1.80

1.78

F0∗

2.369

5.355

4.029

8.644

4.607

11.278

7.584

15.466

19.208

2.062

0.744

2.382

F0.05,nt −1,nc −1

3.73

3.73

3.73

3.73

3.73

3.73

3.73

3.73

3.73

3.73

3.73

3.73

2.06
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Figure 5.1: Plots showing the distribution of data. “T” and “C” labels stand for “Treatment” and “Control” respectively. Note that the
bottom ends of the plots generally align more when compared to the upper ends, which are generally higher for the treatment group.

Table 5.6: Results of the statistical analyses using an alpha value of 0.05. For each metric, the
difference in mean values and difference in variance of mean values are addressed.
Metric

Significance of Difference in Mean
Values

Significance of Difference in Variances

Tactic Novelty

none

none

Technology
Novelty

The treatment yields idea sets with
greater mean technology novelty than
control

The treatment yields idea sets with greater
variance in technology novelty than control

Total Novelty

The treatment yields idea sets with
greater mean total novelty than
control

The treatment yields idea sets with greater
variance in total novelty than control

Tactic Variety

none

The treatment yields idea sets with greater
variance in tactic variety than control

Technology
Variety

The treatment yields idea sets with
greater mean technology variety than
control

The treatment yields idea sets with greater
variance in the technology variety than
control

Total Variety

none

The treatment yields ideas sets with greater
variance in total variety than control

Tactic
Quantity

none

The treatment yields ideas sets with greater
variance in tactic quantity than control

Technology
Quantity

The treatment yields idea sets with a
greater mean technology quantity of
ideas than control

The treatment yields idea sets with greater
variance in technology quantity than control

Total Quantity

none

The treatment yields idea sets with greater
variance in total quantity than control

Quality

none

none

% of Ideas
Containing
Tactics

none

none

% of Ideas
Containing
Technology

The treatment yields idea sets with
greater mean fraction of ideas
containing technology than control

none
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CHAPTER 6.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

This section discusses the findings derived from the survey responses, the findings derived
from the evaluation results (including the results of the statistical analysis), and the findings of a
comparison between experiment data (ideas) and examples from the literature.

6.1

Survey Responses
The survey data suggests that the time limits for both treatment and control groups were

widely perceived as appropriate. This is the case despite the numbers of ideas generated by members of the treatment group ranging from 1-6 per round (this data is known based on changes in
handwriting) while members of the control group generated three ideas per round (with some rare
exceptions of fewer than three ideas per round).
In the control group, the constraint to produce three ideas per round has an overall positive
effect on ideation, although the feedback suggests that participants were sometimes stressed to
produce that many ideas and had to resort to less thoughtful ideas. Recall that the treatment group
had no such constraint but were simply encouraged to write as many ideas as possible.
Survey questions were given to all participants to understand their perceptions on the helpfulness of various forms of stimuli for generating new ideas. As shown in Figure 6.1, control participants clearly perceive previously written ideas as more helpful than the treatment participants,
but treatment participants perceive previously written ideas as much less helpful than prompts.
Perhaps control participants responded so positively to previously written ideas because that is
all the stimuli they had to work with. Although we cannot tie the effect of stimuli to any results
specifically, it is encouraging to see the survey responses favor prompts (both generic tactics and
technologies), which were a result of this research.
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6.2

Significant Findings from the Data Analysis
The Random Prompts method yields idea sets with significantly higher quantity, variety,

and novelty of ideas containing technology and significantly higher total novelty. The Brainwriting
method does not significantly exceed the Random Prompts method for any measured performance.
These observations suggest that the Random Prompts method significantly increases one’s ability
to generate novel ideas and explore the design space over the Brainwriting method.
The treatment results were noted to have significantly higher variance than the control
results for the most part. This is likely due to the Brainwriting method’s requirement of three ideas
per person per round, whereas the Random Prompts method had no such requirement. While the
treatment group yielded the lowest score for most metrics, it also yielded the highest score for all
metrics except quality, with the majority of the variance coming from high-performing idea sets
in the treatment group, as shown in Figure 5.1. In addition, the majority of control results are
comparable to the lower end of the treatment results.

6.3

Additional Findings from the Data Analysis
We draw attention to the fact that 9 out of 10 evaluations related to Shah’s metrics yield an

average score that is higher for treatment than control, even though only four of these evaluations
have statistical significance (quantity, variety, and novelty of ideas containing technology and total
novelty). This observation suggests that the Random Prompts method improves innovation of
tactics along with technology, since we would expect less one-sided results due to randomness.
In the Random Prompts method, the ideation time provided is only two-thirds of the time
provided in the Brainwriting method (the remaining third is dedicated to group discussion). Despite this, the Random Prompts method yields a significantly higher quantity of ideas containing
technology and a higher mean quantity for both ideas containing tactics and total ideas. It is hard
to determine the cause of this difference from this experiment, especially with the large variance
observed in the treatment results. However, possible contributing factors include the 3-idea constraint in the Brainwriting method and the stimuli provided in the Random Prompts method that is
not in the Brainwriting method (i.e., prompts and group discussion).
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6.4

Comparison to the Literature
The experiment resulted in a higher-than-expected fraction of ideas containing tactics for

both treatment and control (87% and 90% respectively). In both cases, there is a similarly large
increase from the sample idea sets in the literature, which yielded only 35% ideas containing
tactics on average. Because both treatment and control methods yielded similar high fractions of
tactics, we believe the catalyst for this behavior largely lies with the universal techniques used to
draw focus towards tactics (i.e., briefing participants on tactics, asking them to produce ideas with
tactics, and then requesting that each idea start with a verb with tactical significance).
Both treatment and control groups produced a smaller fraction of ideas containing technology than the data sets from the literature (68% for treatment, 59% for control, and 87% in the
literature),. However, this decrease is much smaller than the increase in ideas containing tactics. In
addition, the difference in the mean fraction of ideas containing technology is significantly higher
for the treatment compared to the control. The improved technology ideation in treatment group,
which largely contributed to better overall ideation, is believed to be due mostly to the influence of
random technology prompts.
As discussed above, the treatment and control methods yield a much larger fraction of
ideas containing tactics as compared to the ideation results from the literature, with a less significant decrease in the fraction of ideas containing technology. This resulted in an increase in the
ideas containing both tactics and technology (55% for treatment, 49% for control, and 24% in the
literature). These findings are encouraging, seeing as the Random Prompts method was carried
out in less than 45 minutes (including briefings) with university students. This contrasts with other
examples in the literature, which often involve longer time and resource investments.
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Figure 6.1: Perceptions of (a) control participants to previously written ideas, (b) treatment participants to previously written ideas, and (c) treatment participants to prompts.
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CHAPTER 7.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, the Random Prompts method was developed to accommodate tactics ideation
while maintaining or improving technology ideation as compared to more conventional methods,
such as Brainwriting. The results of the experiment show that the performance of the Random
Prompts method is superior to the Brainwriting method in terms of the overall performance of idea
sets. This superiority is evidenced by a significant improvement in the quantity, variety, and novelty of ideas containing technology, along with total novelty of ideas. In addition, the techniques
developed to draw focus towards tactics have been shown to successfully eliminate the heavy technology bias found in ideation examples from the literature. Along with creating a greater balance in
the presence of tactics and technology, these techniques aided in approximately doubling the fraction of ideas containing complete solution ideas (i.e., ideas containing both tactics and technology)
compared to examples from the literature.
Based on the improvements described above, the Random Prompts method allows design
teams to achieve greater exploration of the design space compared to the Brainwriting method. In
addition, design teams can maintain better co-development of tactics and technology when using
the techniques developed to draw focus towards tactics.
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CHAPTER 8.

FUTURE WORK

The Random Prompts method has proven benefits for ideation, but the experiment results
suggest that there are yet weaknesses associated with this ideation method. Specifically, the variances of evaluation results are consistently much higher for the Random Prompts method than
those observed for the Brainwriting method. A likely cause of this variance is the large difference
in the number of ideas generated per person per round, which suggests that the certain team members may be falling short of their potential. Future work to reduce low idea output with respect
to the Random Prompts method would be beneficial, as this would likely reduce the variance of
results in favor of more consistent upper-end performance.
The experiment described in this paper was somewhat limited in that both the treatment
and control groups were explicitly encouraged to focus on tactics ideation. While this focus was
effective for comparing the utility of a novel tactics ideation method (Random Prompts) to a more
conventional method (Brainwriting), it allowed only a limited analysis of the techniques we developed to draw focus towards tactics ideation (we were only capable of evaluating the quantity of
ideas containing tactics and technology to examples in the literature). Because these techniques
turned out to be more integral than we thought in aiding tactics ideation, future work to expand our
experiment to analyze their effects would be valuable. Such work would likely involve excluding
any explicit focus on tactics ideation for the control group only. This would then allow a more
accurate estimation of the effects of tactics ideation on the quantity, quality, variety, and novelty of
ideas.
This paper demonstrates the effectiveness of the Random Prompts method but its exposure has been largely limited to engineering students at Brigham Young University. Future work
to expand the application of the Random Prompts method to other organizations would thus be
valuable.
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APPENDIX A. BRAINSTORMED TACTICS IDEATION METHODS (INCLUDING PRELIMINARY METHODS)

This section provides a list of brainstormed ideas for potential use as tactics ideation methods. Because this list is the raw result of brainstorming, many of these ideas are only partial
ideation methods. Ideas shown in bold are those that passed the screening process and thus constitute the list of preliminary ideation methods.

Brainstormed Tactics Ideation Methods
1. Build a prototype of the idea and then use it from the perspective of each person (ex. If a
child will use it walk around on your knees and see if you can reach all of the parts or if it is
too tall)
2. Interview people who use a product that solves a similar problem and see how they use the
existing product/ask what complaints they have/ask them how they would design it if they
were the inventor and there weren’t any rules
3. Assign people roles to act out in front of a group (kind of like charades)
4. School setting - The teacher, the student, the director, the parent, and the janitor; Business
setting - The intern, the mentor, the boss, the boss’s boss, the CEO, the technician; other
settings. . .
5. Minecraft characters - Villagers, Pillagers, Dragon, etc., Great villains of literature
6. Focus on: cost (accountant), performance (engineer), ease of implementation (user),
and speed of deployment (program manager)
7. Pessimist, optimist, pragmatist
8. Internet celebrities?
9. ID Key actors in your design scenario, write them on cards. Randomly assign cards to
each team member to act out. Have a discussion about the design scenario with each
member representing their assigned perspective. And/or, embark on a representative
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adventure/mission in which each member plays their respective role. A facilitator could
be used to guide the “action” and document any revelations learned during the exercise.
10. Moriarty, Hitler, Nemo, Tesla, Einstein, Michelangelo, Atilla the Hun, Genghis Khan, Alexander the Great, Jeff Bezos, Steve Jobs, Bill Gates, Andrew Carnegie, Rockefeller
11. Assign each player a role related to the tactic being developed, and a character from history
or fiction. Ask each player to run the tactic as if the character were in the assigned role.
12. Have team of 6 come up with 6 most relevant characters; use these unique characters
to come up with ideas that work the best for each of them (the characters will change
for each design challenge)
13. Think of a character that is unique to the design challenge and think of the opposite (i.e.,
parent, child) and put yourself in their shoes
14. List relatable experience to the design challenge and how you overcame it
15. PHD qualifying exam candidate. The next 45 minutes determines your life path, so ideate
well.
16. Assume brand roles. The apple version, the adidas version, the 7-11 brand.
17. Assume brand loyalist roles. How the apple user would approach this product, how the 7-11
worker would approach the product, how the blind person would approach the product, how
the professor would approach it.
18. Sports analogy: How the QB would do it? How the kicker would do it? How the ball boy
would do it? How the cheer leader would do it? How the announcer would do it? How the
team owner would do it?
19. Profession analogy: How the artist would do it? How the priest would do it? How the lawyer
would do it? How the rancher would do it? How the politician would do it?
20. How would you achieve your objective if...
• You were in jail
• You were the last man on earth
• It’s 2 AM on a Wednesday morning
• You’re on a cruise ship
• You’re in orbit around earth
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• You’re marooned on a desert isle
21. Opposite of what makes sense
22. Collaborate as a team for two minutes and come up with a list of all the stakeholders/people who will use the product and imagine what they would complain about. List
ideas to address the complaints (another way to play is to list potential users/actors and
proceed with the rest of exercise on different page)
23. D&D inspired solution finding
24. 10 faces of innovation approach: devils advocate, etc. (make deck of cards with a brief
description of each role)
25. Eliminate the most constrictive rule(s)
26. Change the constraints
27. Go to a different planet/solar system/galaxy
28. Change from human to some other animal.
29. Change the scale – go to nanoscale.
30. Two teams – first to 10 ideas wins
31. Timer – after 30 seconds toss your idea in the middle, done or not.
32. Focus on how your tactics can be faster. What can you eliminate; what can you speed up?
33. Random verbs that can be embedded in tactics. New verb shows up every x seconds
34. Bodystorming a tactic in a very short time frame. Time is determined by particular challenge.
Focus on rapid evolution. Multiple rounds with improvements/adaptations each time (like
635).
35. Feedback
36. Come up with as many ideas in 10 minutes. The person(s) with the least amount of ideas
must debate/defend one of his ideas for 30 seconds.
37. Ideation decathlon
38. 100 ideas before lunch
39. Ideation scoreboard, each person pushing for the top in rapid action
40. Patent driven speed run. You get 5 pertinent patents and you have 10 minutes to develop as
many additional ideas inspired by them.
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41. Replace speed with quality (quality run) you have adequate time to come up with as many
high quality solutions as possible.
42. Replace speed with feasibility. And your job is to turn fanciful ideas into feasible ideas as
quickly as possible.
43. Replace run with fix. You have very little time to generate fixes to known product problems.
As many as you can as fast as you can.
44. Generate an idea with a concept name starting with each letter of the alphabet. Alternating
rods, bushing of glass, coupled water and oil. . . .
45. Make a new idea every minute, 30 seconds, 10 seconds
46. Simple sketches
47. Most important word that describes the idea only
48. Identify a key tech/function/action - Think of X number of synonyms/analogies in a set time
period
49. Internet search all the ideas you can; copy and paste them into a common place
50. Using the tech/tac plot, do rounds where you think of the most ways to do something
and maintain a level amount of tac while varying tech (you cannot use the same tactic
twice); alternatively, vary tac while keeping tech constant
51. in 10 minutes find as many relevant products that have already been designed/are on the
market as you can
52. In 5 minutes, the team must develop a use case scenario and perform it. They will be
“judged” by a facilitator for how well they empathize with the users and other stakeholders, how well they capture the crux of the design problem.
53. In one minute, come up with one idea; in the next minute, come up with 2 ideas; then 3. . .
Keep increasing ideas until all members of the group can’t keep up
54. Two teams – 5 mins to create ideas, any ideas shared between the teams doesn’t count for
points, most original ideas wins
55. Type as many relevant words you can related to design challenge in 5 minutes 56. Take 2
minutes to list possible technologies. Take 5 minutes to pair
56. technologies/part of a technology with a verb and adverb. More technologies upfront will
make it easier to come up with tactics ideas (ideas including verbs/nouns)
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57. Physics breaker
58. Imaginary tech usage
59. Idea categories (inflatable, foldable, assemble on site, etc.)
60. Something like senectics (say a random word then look for parallels)
61. Random word generators (verb and noun) used to spark idea
62. Random shape generator or doodle maker that is used as prompt for new product tactic?
63. Random word generator, or synonym search? Google image search for similar items?
64. Watch Buster Keaton clips then make tactics based on them
65. Body storming
66. Body storming at particular locations like the grocery store or the library
67. Puppet show tactics
68. Storyboard driven ideation
69. Must do it with superpowers
70. High risk high pay off ideation. Get the tactics ideas that are super risky with huge pay off
71. Sports team inspired ideation of tactics
72. Orchestra/choir inspired ideation of tactics
73. Tactics cards. Has basic words like slide, unlock, lift, then use those to drive ideation.
74. Charades where tactics are given on cards, then you need to apply the tactic to your tech and
act it out without words. Others guess
75. Fake world scenario solver (like destroy the death star)
76. Play “what if” games (what if... time could be paused, gravity is turned off, you
had unlimited people, unlimited strength, you could shrink people/things, enlarge people/things, make invisible, etc.)
77. Use the tech/tac plot to establish boundaries and you have to think of ideas that are outside
the boundaries for tactics but inside the technology realm
78. Pretend you are a 1st grader and pose ideas from that point of view
79. Go find some 1st graders and have them play your game
80. Using existing tech, come up with ways you think a business executive would throw out
immediately
81. Use SCAMPER method, but start out with a wild base concept
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82. Be the rebel - think of ideas that purposely might bug team members (or even yourself) for
the sake of infeasibility
83. Combination of different words to think of things in new ways (kitchen and landscape become kitchen landscape)
84. Sci-Fi prompt cards
85. Only use the simplest geometries you can think of
86. How would Rube Goldberg do it?
87. Change the dimensionality of the world (e.g. flatland)
88. Cartoon physics prompts
89. Create an Apples-to-Apples type combinations of ideas
90. Mad Libs for scenario story boarding: Draft a narrative of the user experience w/tac
& tech, then go back and blank out key nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc. Have the group,
or a new group revise the narrative in the manner of a Mad Lib, then see if that leads
to novel tactics.
91. Your tech is a small, hand-held box that has an infinite number of uses. How can you use it?
92. Sketch out your tactic. Have someone else explain it
93. Crazy Eights
94. How would a(an)

accomplish the objective?

• 4-legged animal
• Bird
• Fish
• Insect
95. Anti-tactics – find the most complicated/hardest way to achieve outcome
96. Venn diagram with one circle for each player. Think of verb where all of them overlap (like
Codenames)
97. Tactics for achieving the outcome using unrelated/absurd technology
98. Take a word from one category (Ex. school) and combine it with another category (Ex.
sports). Do this for one team member’s life. The rest of the team guesses what the unrelated
category is
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99. Have words from different categories – combine into tactics for design challenge
• Most quantity
• Most novelty
• Most variety
100. Card deck adverb + adjective. List tactic for challenge using both
101. Boggle dice with words – generate tactics from adjacent words
102. Have THREE boggle sets – one with verbs, adverbs and nouns; combine words together
103. Fibbage tactics
• The most expensive way to achieve an outcome is. . .
• The Reagan administration achieved the objective by. . .
• The town council achieved the objective by. . .
104. Have some question prompts. Example: When I

, I feel

. Find tactics to make

it so (positive) or prevent it (negative).
105. Method 635 for tactics, but each round brings a new constraint/prompt
106. Split objective into two parts. Play Apples to Apples with each part against random others
107. Brainstorm tactics for your design opportunity. Then play Catchphrase, and capture new
tactics proposed as extra answers
108. Catchphrase with generic tactics – you must write your tactic to win (slows games but
captures ideas)
109. Based on team members’ strengths, propose best combined effort to accomplish a given task
The method with the quickest time/least effort/most fun wins.
110. Start with a list of 10 random verbs and generate tactics based on those verbs
111. Start with a list of 10 random nouns and generate tactics based on those nouns
112. Deck of cards for actors and environments. Define user actions based on these. Others may
try to guess the actor and environment.
113. Fix either environment or actor and define the user action and other undefined variable (i.e.,
if environment is fixed, define actor)
114. List user actions of increasing specificity (i.e., shorten grass by removing grass by severing
grass by biting grass)
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115. Think of a user-based verb for the. . .
• Cheapest option
• Easiest option
• Fastest option
116. Each player has verb, adverb, adjective, and noun cards. Play one by one until all are out,
then generate tactics
117. Have a set of action cards. Draw one and turn face up. All participants identify tactics that
could be used for that action. Apply tactics to your design challenge
118. Springboard tactics. Combine two random verbs and provide a tactic that incorporates both.
Best argument wins
119. Generate tactics that use two random verbs
120. Each player has a photo album of his/herself. Open to a random page and select a photo.
Predict what will happen next. Closest to reality wins
121. Variation of above. Whatever the group likes best wins
122. Have three decks of cards – morning actions, afternoon actions, and evening actions. Combine these to define person’s day. That person selects the best match
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APPENDIX B.

PROTOTYPE TACTICS IDEATION METHODS

Table B.1: Prototype tactics ideation methods and their respective ideation elements.
Prototype Tactics Ideation Method
1

2

Ideation Elements Utilized

“How Could You Do It?..” Constraints (how could
you do it if... time could be paused, gravity is turned
off, you had unlimited people, unlimited strength,
you could shrink people/things, enlarge
people/things, make invisible, etc.). One participant
acting as a judge chooses a prompt while everyone
else has 90 seconds to come up with an idea. Then,
ideas are shared, and the judge picks his/her favorite
idea. The activity is repeated 10 times or so with a
different participant acting as judge each time.

• Idea sharing

Wacky Tactics. One participant acting as judge
chooses a technology idea. Participants have 60
seconds to come up with a wacky or crazy way to
accomplish the task using the selected technology.
Then, ideas are shared, and the judge picks his/her
favorite idea. The activity is repeated 10 times or so
with a different participant acting as judge each time.

• Idea sharing

• Situational Constraints
• Time constraints
• Competition

• Idea constraints (i.e., the
selected technology idea must
be used)
• Time constraints
• Competition

3

Real Tactics. One participant acting as judge chooses
a response from Wacky Tactics (or another ideation
method that produces tactics) and everyone else takes
60 seconds to come up with a realistic answer. Then,
ideas are shared, and the judge picks his/her favorite
idea. The activity is repeated 10 times or so with a
different participant acting as judge each time.

• Idea sharing
• Idea constraints (i.e., the
selected tactic idea must be
used)
• Time constraints
• Competition
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Table B.1: (continued)
Prototype Tactics Ideation Method
4

Ideation Elements Utilized

Verb prompts. Participants receive a worksheet with
a set of 5 random verbs as prompts to inspire ideas.
Participants have 2 minutes to write down as many
ideas as possible. In between rounds, participants get
the chance to have a brief group discussion on the
ideas generated.

• In-person ideation
• Idea sharing
• Group discussion
• Random textual stimuli
• Time constraints

5

Adverb prompts. This is similar to the verb prompts
activity but with adverb prompts.

• In-person ideation
• Idea sharing
• Group discussion
• Random textual stimuli
• Time constraints

6

Technology prompts. This is similar to the verb
prompts activity but with technology prompts.

• In-person ideation
• Idea sharing
• Group discussion
• Random textual stimuli
• Time constraints

7

Situational constraints. This is similar to the verb
prompts activity but with circumstantial constraints
as prompts (e.g., money is tightly constrained, you
are stuck in a desert, friction is optional).

• In-person ideation
• Idea sharing
• Group discussion
• Random textual stimuli
• Time constraints
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Table B.1: (continued)
Prototype Tactics Ideation Method
8

Ideation Elements Utilized

Generic tactic prompts. This is similar to the verb
prompts activity but with generic tactic prompts (i.e.,
tactic ideas that can be readily adapted to many
scenarios). In addition, ideas must start with a verb.

• In-person ideation
• Idea sharing
• Group discussion
• Random textual stimuli
• Time constraints
• Idea constraint (i.e., ideas
must start with a verb)

9

Mind Mapping. Timed rounds of 3 minutes alternate
between a focus on technology and tactic ideas (i.e.,
3 technology ideas are used to inspire 3 tactic ideas,
which inspire 3 more technology ideas, etc.)

• Remote ideation (i.e., ideas
are recorded in electronic
whiteboard format)
• Idea sharing
• Time constraints
• Idea constraint (i.e., ideas
must start with a verb)
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APPENDIX C.

PROMPTS LISTS FOR RANDOM PROMPTS METHOD

Possible Generic Tactic Prompts:
• Pour gasoline on something
• Run something on autopilot
• Magnetically attract something
• Blow objects together into one place
• Dig a hole for something
• Sell something in exchange for something
• Wrap something up in a big net
• Create a wall of wind to accomplish a task
• Fly something from one place to another
• Distract with something
• Push your way ahead
• Take a nap
• Share your life experience
• Play a mobile game
• Inflate something
• Clean something
• Throw a party
• Do a concert
• Sit relaxed in/on something
• Do some yoga
• Engage in community service
• Advertise
• Take a break
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• Draw boundary lines
• Connect to someone on a personal level
• Blow cold air into one area
• Listen to a specific genre of music
• Fire lazy/slow employees
• Volunteer
• Cut something in half
• Leave your kids somewhere
• Compare prices online and locally
• Stand at precise location
• Buy out entire stock of something (monopolize)
• Bribe people to do something
• Run all the red lights
• Sound an alarm periodically
• Train someone to do something
• Record your movement
• Communicate with other devices
• Control a drone to accomplish a task
• Spray a scent on something to attract something
• Turn a knob
• Blow bubbles to accomplish something
• Sit while a conveyor system moves you around
• Pass something through a bath of some substance
• Launch buckets of a substance over something
• Vibrate something at a high frequency
• Use and discard disposable objects
• Light something on fire
• Pressure wash something
• Spray paint a surface
• Recycle grocery bags for use elsewhere
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• Electronically shock someone
• Give a discount to customers that do something
• Cover with something that can be reused
• Force everyone to wear something while doing something
• Look closely for signs of something
• Deep fry something
• Rob an establishment to accomplish something
• Sand blast a surface
• Coat something with a substance
• Dip something in a substance
• Melt something down and cast a new one(s)
• Disguise something as something else
• Mobilize nano-robots to perform a task
• Blow extremely hot air across a surface
• Burn down unnecessary stuff
• Freeze something in place
• Bounce something over something
• Make children do your bidding
• Extend the range of something
• Shine an indicator light to direct a process
• Slide into something
• Divert a river to perform a function
• Make athletes race around doing something
• Regularly alert an employee to take care of something
• Blow debris off road surface
• Use feet to do something
• Make someone mad/sad so they will help you
• Reel up something (like fishing)
• Safety pin everything together
• Drive something into the ground (as in a wedge)
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• Cut off something old to make room for something new
• Soak something in a substance so it becomes easier to manage
• Quick-release solution
• Perform a task from a distance
• Attach balloons to lighten a load
• Flood the area to make a task easier
• Paddle through water to reach destination
• Train pets to do something
• Make a prediction and plan accordingly
• Create artificial weather
• Perform tests before executing a process
• Create disruptive noise
• Fire projectiles at a target
• Create huge puddle around projected landing site
• Set a trap and lure
• Pretend act so things go in your favor
• Whistle loudly to bring about desired effect
• Wax surface so it will slide
• Slap surface hard to cause an effect
• Electrify a surface
• Collapse something to become portable - 6
• Place cameras in select areas
• Emit radio waves to perform a function
• Shovel material around something
• Assemble pieces together to create something else
• Make assignments as part of a coordinated effort
• Scan area to find trouble spots
• Replace something when it wears out
• Explode a substance so it will coat everything in sight
• Detour around a trouble spot
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• Wear something that assists you in a task
• Glue something to something
• Vote for people you think will do a good job
• Throw something at the ground to bring about a positive effect
• Wind up something to perform a function
• Tie two or more things together
• Forcefully shove something through actuation
• Drill holes in something to improve it
• Rotate objects to provide even wear
• Concentrate sunlight on something
• Tether something to something
• Dive out the window of something
• Swing something back and forth
• Estimate conditions in 10 years
• Showcase a problem to encourage volunteer work
• Remove something by force
• Reduce space required between objects
• Allow stuff to drain/gather to a collection area

Possible Technology Prompts:
• Air Conditioner
• Air Pump
• Alarm Clock
• Backpack
• Balloons
• Bandage
• Bandana
• Barrel of water
• Basketball Hoop
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• Bathroom Sink
• Bathtub
• BBQ Grill
• Belt
• Bicycle
• Binoculars
• Blender
• Box of Rocks
• Broom
• Brush
• Bucket
• Bulldozer
• Cactus
• Cage
• Camera
• Candle
• Canoe
• Car tire
• C-clamp
• Ceiling Fan
• Chair
• Chalk
• Chandelier
• Cheese Grater
• Chess Set
• Christmas Tree
• Clipboard
• Clock
• Clothes Iron
• Coffee Filter
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• Colander
• Comb
• Computer Mouse
• Cookie Tray
• Cooler
• Cork bulletin board
• Cotton Ball
• Crow Bar
• Curling Iron
• Dental Floss
• Dog Leash
• Door handle/knob
• Drumsticks
• Duct Tape
• Egg Beater
• Extension Cord
• Fan
• Fire Extinguisher
• Fish Tank
• Flag
• Funnel
• Garden Hose
• Gloves
• Glue Gun
• Grass Trimmer
• Gyroscope
• Hair Dryer
• Handkerchief
• Hat
• Helmet
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• Horseshoe
• Hula Hoop
• Ice Maker
• Inflatable Raft
• Jack stand
• Jumper Cables
• Key
• Ladder
• Lantern
• Laser Pointer
• Lawnmower
• Leaf Blower
• Machete
• Machine Gun
• Magnet
• Magnifying Glass
• Mattress
• Microphone
• Microwave
• Mirror
• Mop
• Mousetrap
• Moving Boxes
• Nail Clippers
• Padlock
• Pile of Dirt
• Pillows
• Pitchfork
• Plunger
• Potato Peeler
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• Pressure Washer
• Rake
• Razor
• Rifle
• Roll of Stickers
• Roller
• Roomba
• Rubber Band
• Ruler
• Salt Shaker
• Sandpaper
• Scissors
• Scythe
• Shop vacuum
• Shower Head
• Silverware
• Sled
• Snorkel
• Squeegee
• Stapler
• Straw
• Sunglasses
• Swiss Knife
• Syringe
• Telescope
• Tennis racquet
• Toilet Brush
• Toothbrush
• Towel
• Trampoline
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• Trash Bin
• Tree Saw
• Tupperware
• Umbrella
• Wagon
• Water Bottle
• Wheelbarrow
• Wooden Pallet
• Zipper
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APPENDIX D.

ACTIVITY SCRIPTS

Random Prompts (Treatment) Script
1. Everyone, please take out the half-page sheets from under your team sign. Please take the
next two minutes to read over the design challenge contained on your card. You may begin
now.
• Time 2 minutes once participants receive sheets
• Once time is up, call attention
2. Everyone, please take out the first clipped set of worksheets from under your team sign.
Each of you take one worksheet prepare to write as many tactic ideas as you can using the
prompts in bold for inspiration. Remember that your ideas can be whatever you want, as
long as they start with a verb, and please do your best to write tactics. Remember that novel
or fanciful ideas are encouraged You have two minutes. Please begin now.
• Time 2 minutes once participants receive sheets
• Give 30 second warning
• Once time is up, call attention
3. Everyone, take 3 minutes to discuss ideas among your group. Feel free to share your own
ideas and share what you like about your teammates’ ideas. Please begin now.
• Time 3 minutes once participants receive sheets
• Once time is up, call attention
4. Everyone, rotate your worksheets clockwise and continue writing tactic ideas. Notice that
you have new prompts to use. Please continue to use these prompts for inspiration, although
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you may also look at the other ideas written in the previous round. You have two minutes.
Please begin now.
• Time 2 minutes once participants receive sheets
• Give 30 second warning
• Once time is up, call attention
5. Everyone, rotate sheets clockwise one more time and continue writing as many tactic ideas
as you can. Once again, you have two minutes. Please begin now.
• Time 2 minutes once participants receive sheets
• Give 30 second warning
• Once time is up, call attention
6. Everyone, please set your worksheets aside and take out the next clipped set of worksheets
from under your team sign. Distribute the sheets and begin writing your ideas. Just as a
reminder as we start the new round, you are encouraged to write novel or fanciful ideas, and
you should start your ideas with a verb. You have two minutes. Please begin now.
• Time 2 minutes once participants receive sheets
• Give 30 second warning
• Once time is up, call attention
7. Everyone, take 3 minutes to discuss your new ideas among your group as before. Please
begin now.
• Time 3 minutes once participants receive sheets
• Once time is up, call attention
8. Everyone, rotate your worksheets clockwise and continue writing ideas as before. Remember to use these prompts for inspiration, as well as other written ideas if you choose. You
have two minutes. Please begin now.
• Time 2 minutes once participants receive sheets
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• Give 30 second warning
• Once time is up, call attention
9. Everyone, rotate sheets one more time and continue writing as many ideas as you can. Please
begin now.
• Time 2 minutes once participants receive sheets
• Give 30 second warning
• Once time is up, call attention
10. Repeat steps 6-9
11. Everyone, thank you for participating in this activity. At this time, could someone from your
team please gather all the worksheets from your team and put them on the team card. Then
take out your phone and scan the QR code for the exit survey. When you are finished, please
show me the page that indicates you took the survey, and you will be able to receive your
gift card. If you encounter problems with the survey, or you are not able to take it, please
come talk to me. Thank you again for your participation.
.
Brainwriting (Control) Script
1. Everyone, please take out the half-page sheets from under your team sign. Please take the
next two minutes to read over the design challenge contained on your card. You may begin
now.
• Time 2 minutes once participants receive sheets
• Once time is up, call attention
2. Everyone, please take out a blank worksheet from under your team sign and take the
3. Everyone, please take out a blank worksheet from under your team sign and take the next
three minutes to write solutions to address the spread of the disease in air travel. You should
write three tactic ideas, one for each empty cell in the top row. Remember that novel or
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fanciful ideas are encouraged. Also, you should start your ideas with a verb to help to write
tactic ideas. Please begin now.
• Time 3 minutes once participants receive sheets
• Give 1 minute warning
• Once time is up, call attention
4. Everyone, rotate your worksheets clockwise. In this round, you will write one more tactic
idea in each cell on the second row. For each idea, you may either build off the idea previously written in the corresponding column OR you may write a completely new tactic idea.
You have three minutes. Please begin now.
• Time 3 minutes once participants receive sheets
• Give 1 minute warning
• Once time is up, call attention
5. Everyone, rotate your sheets clockwise one more time and write three more tactic ideas that
build on the ideas from the corresponding column. Just as before, you may choose to write
a completely new idea for a given column. Your three minutes begin now.
• Time 3 minutes once participants receive sheets
• Give 1 minute warning
• Once time is up, call attention
6. Everyone, please set your completed worksheets aside and take out a new blank sheet from
under your team sign. You will repeat the previous process by writing three new tactic ideas
in the top row. Before we begin the next set of rounds, I want to remind you that novel or
fanciful ideas are encouraged. Also, you should start your ideas with a verb. You have three
minutes. Please begin now.
• Time 3 minutes once participants receive sheets
• Give 1 minute warning
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• Once time is up, call attention
7. Everyone, rotate your worksheets clockwise. Just as before, you will write another tactic
idea for each idea previously written in the corresponding column. You have three minutes.
Please begin now.
• Time 3 minutes once participants receive sheets
• Give 1 minute warning
• Once time is up, call attention
8. Everyone, rotate your worksheets and write your tactic ideas for the last row. You may begin
now.
• Time 3 minutes once participants receive sheets
• Give 1 minute warning
• Once time is up, call attention
9. Repeat steps 5-7
10. Everyone, thank you for participating in this activity. At this time, could someone from your
team please gather all the worksheets from your team and put them on the team card. Then
take out your phone and scan the QR code for the exit survey. When you are finished, please
show me the page that indicates you took the survey, and you will be able to receive your
gift card. If you encounter problems with the survey, please come talk to me. Thank you
again for your participation.
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APPENDIX E.

EXIT SURVEY DATA

The survey questions for both the treatment and control group are provided below for reference in this section.

Treatment Survey Questions:
1. How helpful were the group discussion times for helping you come up with new ideas?
2. How did you feel about the 2-minute time period allowed for generating ideas on each worksheet?
3. How useful did you find the generic tactics prompts for generating ideas?
4. How useful did you find the technology prompts for generating ideas?
5. How helpful were previously written ideas in helping you think of new ideas?

Control Survey Questions:
1. How helpful was the constraint to generate exactly 3 ideas per round?
2. How did you feel about the 3-minute time period for each round of idea generation?
3. How helpful were previously written ideas in helping you think of new ideas?

The responses for the treatment exit survey are given in Tables E.1-E.5, and the responses
for the control exit survey are given in Tables E.6-E.8. Note that there is one response missing from
the treatment responses (there were 25 participants in the treatment group and only 24 participants
who took that survey). Note also that some participants chose not to comment on their response as
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comments were optional.

Table E.1: Participant responses to treatment survey question 1.
Participant

Response

Comments

T1

Somewhat
helpful

It was nice to hear each other’s ideas since they helped inspire some
of mine

T2

Somewhat
helpful

It was helpful to see what other people thought and the ideas they
had. It helped me think of new ideas.

T3

Somewhat
helpful

At times I felt like they made me narrow my vision and stop thinking
more creatively

T4

Neither
helpful nor
harmful

There wasn’t much time to share and elaborate on designs. It felt very
rushed to share what we wrote down and then move on. I feel if there
was more time to share then we would’ve been able to share our
thinking behind the idea which would lead to other ideas.

T5

Very helpful

Group discussion helped me evaluate how well I was fulfilling the
design requirements. It also helped me see where I could expand my
thinking.

T6

Neither
helpful nor
harmful

It was fun but all my ideas came from what I read and the prompts

T7

Somewhat
helpful

It was okay, I want to make them feel comfortable about their ideas.

T8

Somewhat
helpful

Funny and somewhat helpful in generating new ideas

T9

Somewhat
helpful

It helped me come up with more fanciful ideas, i would have been
more practical on my own

T10

Very helpful

It helped me to be more creative as another team member had come
up with really creative ideas.

T11

Very helpful

Hearing others ideas sparked new ideas in my head

T12

Somewhat
helpful

Collaboration was key

T13

Somewhat
helpful

Group discussion time allowed better fleshing out of some ideas,
which was inspired new ones

T14

Somewhat
helpful

It opened my mind to perspectives I did not initially have while
thinking through the problems on my own. It also stopped me from
writing things down because ideas had already been taken.
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Table E.1: (continued)
Participant

Response

Comments

T15

Very helpful

After group discussion I was much more able to come up with
creative ideas.

T16

Very helpful

I would run out of ideas then hearing others ideas always gave me
more and different ideas in a different direction than I had previously
thought about

T17

Somewhat
helpful

They helped unless they discouraged me. Then idk

T18

Somewhat
helpful

Like a 5/10. Generated some helpful ideas but the best of them had
been already written down (since that’s what we were sharing)

T19

Somewhat
helpful

It was a good way to rethink my own ideas as well as see how others
interpreted similar words.

T20

Somewhat
helpful

It was helpful to exchange ideas and reasons for the ideas

T21

Very helpful

It often helped me think of things in a new light

T22

Very helpful

I wish we discussed every rotation

T23

Somewhat
helpful

I think we did not need 3 minutes of time. More around 2 minutes

T24

Somewhat
helpful

It was nice
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Table E.2: Participant responses to treatment survey question 2.
Participant

Response

Comments

T1

It was just
about right

It was a good time

T2

It was just
about right

It felt about right. I started to run out of ideas about the time the time
ran out. Sometimes it was a little short.

T3

It was just
about right

T4

It was just
about right

Towards the end of the activity I felt that the time was too long. I had
exhausted most of my ideas.

T5

It was just
about right

It was enough time to get a few ideas out but not so much that I ran
out of ideas

T6

It was just
about right

It was just right

T7

It was a little
too short

I like brainstorming longer, but still good idea were generated given
the mass quantity of people

T8

It was much
too short

Depending on how many ideas I could come up with given a list of
prompts the period was usually too short.

T9

It was a little
too short

Sometime I ran out of time, other times I didn’t have enough

T10

It was a little
too short

I feel if I had a little more time, I would be able to get one or two
more ideas thought of.

T11

It was just
about right

In the beginning it wasnt enough, but by the end it was too much. So
overall, it was a good amount of time

T12

It was just
about right

Provided good structure

T13

It was just
about right

Too much longer could have been frustrating if no ideas were
coming. Much less and ideas would have been lost or left behind

T14

It was just
about right

It was short enough to force me to not come up with the perfect idea,
but rather quickly come up with the out of the box random ideas.

T15

It was much
too short

I always had more to write when they said time was up. I could have
written down more ideas if I had more time.

T16

It was a little
too short

The time before switching was always so short that I didn’t have time
to really think about the little prompt cues

T17

It was just
about right

Enough to barely stagnate
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Table E.2: (continued)
Participant

Response

Comments

T18

It was a little
too short

I would have liked maybe 1 minute more. Then again, I felt like the
time given captured upwards of 80% of my ideas and kept me
thinking.

T19

It was just
about right

It was a good amount of time so that it wasn’t too long but also kept
me alert.

T20

It was just
about right

It was good because it had the sense of need and gave motivation.

T21

It was just
about right

T22

It was a little
too short

T23

It was just
about right

T24

It was just
about right

Worked great for me
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Table E.3: Participant responses to treatment survey question 3.
Participant

Response

Comments

T1

Somewhat
helpful

Some helped some didn’t

T2

Very helpful

It helped me think of random, unrelated tactics from the ones I had
already thought of.

T3

Very helpful

They made me come up with ideas that I otherwise never would have

T4

Somewhat
harmful

I felt the statements were very distracting. I wanted to try and
generate ideas that were related to the prompts.

T5

Very helpful

The prompts gave a point for my ideas to nucleate.

T6

Very helpful

All my ideas came from prompts

T7

Very helpful

T8

Somewhat
helpful

The tactics were helpful as a starting point for new ideas

T9

Very helpful

It made me more creative because I couldn’t just say products that
already existed

T10

Very helpful

This really inspired me, especially when my mind was drawing a
complete blank.

T11

Somewhat
helpful

There were a few prompts that were helpful. The really random ones
didn’t seem to help as much

T12

Somewhat
helpful

They helped a bit

T13

Somewhat
helpful

At worst, they were useless and dismissable. Often, they allowed new
ideas to form!

T14

Somewhat
harmful

They restricted my thinking at times to the point where I became
more concerned forcing a prompt to work rather than coming up with
one on my own.

T15

Somewhat
helpful

Some helped, but some made it more difficult to find a solution.

T16

Neither
helpful nor
harmful

I didn’t even have time to think about the prompts and they seemed
more or less useless anyways

T17

Somewhat
helpful

Depended on the sheet
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Table E.3: (continued)
Participant

Response

Comments

T18

Neither
helpful nor
harmful

Most were too random to be helpful

T19

Very helpful

They helped me to think of different aspects as well as gave my brain
a chance to reset.

T20

Somewhat
helpful

It was helpful in coming up with ideas

T21

Somewhat
helpful

Good idea, I just feel like they also limit thinking in a way

T22

Very helpful

T23

Somewhat
helpful

T24

Somewhat
helpful
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Table E.4: Participant responses to treatment survey question 4.
Participant

Response

Comments

T1

Somewhat
helpful

Some helped some didnt

T2

Neither
helpful nor
harmful

Sometimes it was hard to think of something that could relate to the
technology. It took me longer to think of how it could relate in some
cases. In other cases, it sparked ideas.

T3

Very helpful

It helped me to be more creative and random but it also did narrow
my vision so it’s a good idea only after all other ideas are generated

T4

Somewhat
harmful

I felt they were distracting. I wanted to create ideas that utilized the
tech which limited my designs.

T5

Very helpful

They helped me think of technology ideas (something I struggled
with while focusing on tactics)

T6

Very helpful

I tried to use all the tech

T7

Somewhat
helpful

T8

Somewhat
helpful

Same as previous question

T9

Somewhat
helpful

Sometimes I couldnt see how they would relate

T10

Somewhat
helpful

They helped me to be more creative in my ideas.

T11

Somewhat
helpful

They were helpful in generating new ideas after I had run out of my
own

T12

Somewhat
helpful

they were helpful

T13

Somewhat
helpful

Similar to the previous, not always helpful, but very helpful when
they were

T14

Somewhat
helpful

The tech prompts were much easier to fit into original ideas.

T15

Somewhat
helpful

Some helped me come up with outlandish ideas, but probably not
very plausible ones.

T16

Neither
helpful nor
harmful

Same as last comment
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Table E.4: (continued)
Participant

Response

Comments

T17

Neither
helpful nor
harmful

Didn’t look at them

T18

Somewhat
harmful

Most felt pretty useless for the given scenario

T19

Somewhat
helpful

They helped me think of different aspects and ways that they are used.

T20

Somewhat
helpful

It was somewhat helpful, i felt that many of the technologies were
unrelated to the topic

T21

Somewhat
harmful

This gave more of an emphasis on technology and not on tactics

T22

Very helpful

T23

Somewhat
helpful

T24

Very helpful
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Table E.5: Participant responses to treatment survey question 5.
Participant

Response

Comments

T1

Neither helpful nor
harmful

I didn’t look at them

T2

Somewhat helpful

It helped me think of new ideas.

T3

Neither helpful nor
harmful

I didn’t utilize them much

T4

Neither helpful nor
harmful

I didn’t have much time to refer to the previously written
ideas.

T5

Neither helpful nor
harmful

I didn’t tend to look at previously written ideas

T6

Somewhat helpful

Sometimes I was inspired

T7

Neither helpful nor
harmful

T8

Somewhat helpful

I usually didn’t have time to read the previously written ideas

T9

Neither helpful nor
harmful

I didn’t usually have enough time to read them

T10

Neither helpful nor
harmful

I did look at them, but mainly just relied on my own ideas.

T11

Neither helpful nor
harmful

We had already discussed them, so they weren’t particularly
helpful

T12

Somewhat helpful

Having something to go off of helped

T13

Neither helpful nor
harmful

I could have used these better, but they seemed more likely to
distract from new ideas

T14

Neither helpful nor
harmful

They were mainly ideas that I could not repeat. Sometimes
they sparked different ideas, but mostly I saw them as ideas I
couldn’t repeat.

T15

Very helpful

Looking at others’ ideas helped me to modify and improve
my own.

T16

Somewhat helpful

I liked seeing novel ideas from others and it helped sometimes

T17

Somewhat helpful

Inspiring

T18

Neither helpful nor
harmful

They were pretty much talked about in group discussion
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Table E.5: (continued)
Participant

Response

Comments

T19

Neither helpful nor
harmful

I didn’t read them much.

T20

Somewhat helpful

It inspired a few of my ideas when i saw other ideas

T21

Neither helpful nor
harmful

T22

Neither helpful nor
harmful

T23

Somewhat helpful

T24

Somewhat helpful
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Table E.6: Participant responses to control survey question 1.
Participant

Response

Comments

C1

Somewhat
helpful

It was hard to fill all of them in the end, but overall it was good.

C2

Somewhat
helpful

I was grateful that it was no more than three ideas, but sometimes it
was really hard to come up with that many

C3

Very helpful

It’s the right amount. 2 was pretty easy to fill up. The third one I had
to think harder and more than three would’ve been very hard

C4

Very helpful

Forced me to try and fill whole thing out. More would’ve been too
much

C5

Somewhat
helpful

C6

Somewhat
helpful

It was hard to come up with 3 different non fanciful ideas

C7

Very helpful

More would have seemed like a lot, rather intimidating

C8

Somewhat
helpful

I only had to think about ”3 more ideas” during each round, which
helped when i was getting overwhelmed. The time limit felt a bit
short, I would’ve liked another minute per round

C9

Very helpful

C10

Somewhat
helpful

Ideas were hard to build upon and it was hard to not write the same
idea. There was not a lot of decisions to make given the prompt.

C11

Somewhat
helpful

It was good for forcing me to get ideas out, but I never really stopped
thinking

C12

Somewhat
helpful

It was a good number, toward the end it became tedious, and I began
coming up with less logical or possible ideas, but they were still ideas.

C13

Very helpful

It helped me focus on coming up with unique ideas and stay focused

C14

Somewhat
helpful

It required me to come up with new ideas. Im not sure it improves the
quality of ideas though.

C15

Somewhat
helpful

I couldn’t settle on one idea, but it wasn’t too many that it seemed
daunting

C16

Somewhat
helpful

It was helpful to build upon ideas from my team mates

C17

Somewhat
helpful

It was a useful goal/target to encourage coming up with a free more
ideas
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Table E.6: (continued)
Participant

Response

Comments

C18

Very helpful

I feel like if there was more ideas than three during a round it
wouldâ C™ve been hard to finish in time. I would’ve needed more
time.

C19

Very helpful

It helped me push myself to generate more ideas and build off
existing ones

C20

Somewhat
helpful

It often resulted in 2 thoughtful ideas and 1 not as thoughtful idea

C21

Very helpful

I think iterating on different ideas helped increase the scope and
creativity of the ideas

C22

Somewhat
helpful

It required me to be a lot more creative so that I was not repeating
ideas and always coming up with original ones
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Table E.7: Participant responses to control survey question 2.
Participant

Response

Comments

C1

It was just
about right

I had just enough time, maybe more

C2

It was just
about right

It was enough time to come up with three ideas and not too long

C3

It was just
about right

It felt right. Just enough time to feel that I had to work quickly but
not too much time that I got lax

C4

It was just
about right

Less would’ve been too little. More would’ve drawn activity on
unnecessarily

C5

It was a little
too short

C6

It was just
about right

It forced us to come up with quick ideas that I would have maybe
discarded had I had more time to try to think of better ones

C7

It was just
about right

Usually finished with about 30 seconds to spare

C8

It was a little
too short

A bit longer per round

C9

It was just
about right

It was easy when our ideas didn’t have to be good

C10

It was just
about right

Good. Forced you to think of something and do it quick

C11

It was just
about right

It was a good time limit to force me to come up with quick simple
ideas, a shorter time would be too short time

C12

It was just
about right

Perhaps a little longer. 15-30 sec

C13

It was just
about right

I felt just rushed enough to stay focused, but it was enough time for
me to finish every round

C14

It was just
about right

I was able to come up with 3 ideas within the time limit for all rounds.

C15

It was just
about right

It was just about right, but as time went on it started to get harder, but
was never really too short, maybe just rushed

C16

It was just
about right

It was the right amount of time

C17

It was a little
too short

I finished each time, but I felt rushed and stressed
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Table E.7: (continued)
Participant

Response

Comments

C18

It was just
about right

I was always able to finished just in time or with a few seconds to
spare.

C19

It was just
about right

I managed to come up with three ideas each time

C20

It was just
about right

I thought it was 2 minutes,i also felt very rushed

C21

It was just
about right

Sometimes i was rushed to complete ideas but this also helped me to
create more wild, desparate solutions.

C22

It was just
about right

I always had sufficient time to pace myself except for the last couple
rounds when it was a little more difficult to generate fresh ideas
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Table E.8: Participant responses to control survey question 3.
Participant

Response

Comments

C1

Somewhat
helpful

They had good ideas, but it wasn’t always something you could build
off of

C2

Very helpful

Previously written ideas helped me to think about ideas I hadn’t
considered before

C3

Somewhat
helpful

The ideas helped near the end of the round. It was easier to develop
the old idea and be more creative than come up with a whole new one

C4

Somewhat
helpful

Some where good to offer improvement to

C5

Somewhat
helpful

At first they were serious but then they became more ridiculous

C6

Somewhat
helpful

Sometimes it was a good springboard, sometimes they didn’t seem
like good ideas

C7

Somewhat
helpful

Helped me get into some mindsets I hadn’t thought about

C8

Somewhat
helpful

Helped provide a direction in some cases

C9

Somewhat
helpful

It was generally easier for me to come up with new ideas

C10

Somewhat
harmful

Hard to build upon. Pretty specific ideas.

C11

Somewhat
helpful

I didn’t want to steal other ideas but sometimes it helped introduce
another angle that had other idea paths that could be followed

C12

Somewhat
helpful

I could add onto their ideas with further insight

C13

Very helpful

Often, ideas popped into my head after reading what my teammates
came up with

C14

Very helpful

The other ideas gave me new ideas or at least variations on the other
ideas.

C15

Somewhat
helpful

Every once in a while I would have an idea that built off of someone
else’s, but not super often bc of the time constraint

C16

Somewhat
helpful

Some of the ideas were ones that I had already thought about

C17

Somewhat
helpful

Provided some inspiration, but mostly came up with my own
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Table E.8: (continued)
Participant

Response

Comments

C18

Somewhat
helpful

Reading other ideas helped me to think of ideas similar to theirs or it
would help me to focus on solutions in that specific category.

C19

Somewhat
helpful

It helped me think of new things, but sometimes they were ideas I’d
already explored

C20

Neither
helpful nor
harmful

Some where good, some where bad, but it gave a break on making
ideas.

C21

Very helpful

I typically felt out of ideas but by reading other ideas i was able to
find new ones

C22

Somewhat
helpful

I thought it was interesting reading other ideas of other students
which helped me approach the problem from another angle
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